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PREFACE

THE following notes were written primarily for the use of the

Students in the Junior Practical Physics Class in the University
of Edinburgh ;

it is hoped they will be found useful for the

Senior Classes in Schools, especially for those preparing for

entrance to the University.
These notes give the general outline of the methods to be

pursued. Detailed descriptions have been purposely avoided,

as they frequently obscure the essential features of an experi-

ment, while knowledge of apparatus and of its use can best be

obtained in the laboratory. Sufficient detail is, however, given
to enable a student with some knowledge of Physics to carry

out the experiments with a minimum of attention from a

teacher or demonstrator. In general, only such experiments
have been described as involve the use of simple apparatus ;

this has, in some cases, necessitated the omission of better

methods which, though simple, require apparatus of more

expensive type.

The chapter on " Treatment of Observations and Deter-

mination of Error" is intended for students with more advanced

knowledge of the subject, and may be omitted by those

beginning the study of Practical Physics.
We are indebted to Mr W. G. Pye of Cambridge for the use

of blocks of Figures 3, 4, 5, 13, 28, 45, 58.

C. G. B.

G. A. C.

UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH,
ist January 1915.
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NOTES ON PRACTICAL PHYSICS

I

TREATMENT OP OBSERVATIONS AND DETERMINATION
OP ERROR.

THIS chapter is not intended to be an exhaustive treatment of

the question of Errors and Accuracy, but will be found sufficient

for the simple experiments in the text.

In many physical experiments we deal with a series of

observations of two quantities which vary, and the object of

the experiment is to test a known law, or to find the law or

approximate law relating the two quantities e.g., the relation

between the pressure and volume of a gas kept at constant

temperature (Boyle's Law) or we may wish to determine a

constant such as a density. In each case it becomes a

matter of importance to know how to treat the observations

experimentally obtained, and to ascertain to what degree of

accuracy the result may be supposed to be correct.

If the law is known and is expressed algebraically by a

statement that some function of the quantities under discussion

has a constant or approximately constant value, then by

substituting the observed values we can determine this constant

and see how the different values of the constant obtained from

the pairs of observations agree among themselves.

If the constant thus obtained is (as it usually will be) only
an approximate constant, further investigation as regards the

question of errors enables us to determine whether the

variations existing among the calculated values of the

constant can be explained by taking account of these errors.

A
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Certain of these errors can be avoided, but others may be due

to causes beyond our control.

Errors due to known causes can be at least approximately
calculated and allowed for

;
these are termed systematic or

calculable errors, while those whose exact causes cannot be

foreseen and may be unknown, are called accidental errors.

Systematic errors then can be eliminated approximately. The

subsequent discussion given here refers to accidental errors.

The accidental error in a determination is made up of a

number of constituent errors which are small and variable in

magnitude and in sign. Since the constituents may vary in

sign, and thus the positive and negative parts partly balance

one another, the resulting accidental error in general is also

small. Hence if we make a number of determinations of

the same measurement under the same conditions, and take

the arithmetic mean of these, the errors tend to neutralise

each other, since the frequency of occurrence of positive and

negative errors of the given magnitude may be taken to be

the same. The mean is thus a better approximation to the

true value than a single determination
;
and this approximation

is the closer, the greater the number of observations made.

This averaging may be carried out arithmetically, or by means
of a graph on which the observational points are plotted.

By drawing a smooth curve through these points instead of

an irregular zigzag curve (this irregularity being presumably
due to the errors), we so far eliminate graphically the effect of

these errors.

POSSIBLE ERROR OP AN OBSERVATION.

1. A Direct Observation.

To obtain the possible error of a single direct observation,

it is sufficient to repeat it a number of times, keeping all the

conditions the same. The mean of the results is taken, and

the greatest deviation of all the values from this mean gives
the possible error, provided the number of observations be

sufficiently great. Thus, if the length of a tube be measured

several times, and 7-40, 7-35, 7-40, 7-30, 7-45 be the successive

values, we may regard the mean of these, viz., 7-38, as the

true value, and the deviations from the mean as the errors.
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The greatest deviation from the mean is -08, and thus an

approximation to the possible error or error limit is -08. We
can indicate that any observation may be out by -08 by

writing that observation as say 7-40 -08. The possible

error is here expressed absolutely, but it may also be

expressed as a fraction of the mean the fractional error

in this case T
*
8
- or ,,V say or as a percentage error, in which,

case it becomes i-i per cent.

It is not always possible to repeat an observation under

exactly the same conditions. Such a case occurs in finding

Volume

the relation between the volume and temperature of a gas

kept at constant pressure. To get over the difficulty in

such a case as this, several pairs of observations of temperature
and volume are made, the range of temperature taken being
small and approximately the same for each pair of observations.

If we plot the observations, which are represented by points
av a.2 ; fa, fa ; y1} y2 , etc., and join them by lines a^, fa/3.,,

yjy,, . . . then by drawing the ordinate /y/3ct we can regard

fa, f/3, ty as the values of the volume corresponding to the

temperature /, and from these we can proceed, as already

explained, to find the possible error in volume for a given

temperature. Similarly, by drawing a line through some value

of v parallel to the temperature axis, we can find the possible
error in the temperature for a particular volume.
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2. An Indirect Observation.

The possible error of an indirect observation can be obtained

approximately, just as in the case of a direct observation by

making a number of determinations of the quantity, e.g., density.

These determinations are of course calculated from direct

observations of other quantities (e.g., in the case of density,

mass, and volume), and the maximum deviation from the mean
is then found. This gives an experimentally determined

possible error of a single observation (of say, density),

which is an approximation to the actual error, and is in

general less than the possible error computed by assuming
that actual errors of observation, etc., in the components are

all the greatest possible, and of such sign as to lead to the

maximum error in the quantity determined. When this

has been done, we get the largest error possible in an indirect

observation. Clearly, in estimating the possible error of an

indirect observation, we should deal with the difference

between the values calculated from the true values of the

components, and the values in which the possible errors

are supposed to have occurred, in such a way as to give the

maximum value to the computed error. A sufficiently close

approximation will in general be got by using observed

instead of true values.

EXPRESSIONS FOR POSSIBLE ERRORS OP
INDIRECT OBSERVATIONS.

1. Relation of the form y=ax or y/x = a (e.g., Hooke's Law,
relation between liquid pressure and depth, pressure or volume

of a gas and its absolute temperature, flexure and load, etc.).

If a = possible error in .r,

ft
=

y>

A = rt

then x
xu. x

y .. $ y
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neglecting quantities of the second order (i.e.,
2 and aft)

hence - = 4- = fractional error = sum of fractional
a x y

errors in x and y.

2. Relation of form xy = a (e.g., Boyle's Law).

In this case X = (x + a) (y + /3) xy

hence - = + -'- = fractional error = sum of fractional
a y x

errors in x and y.

3. Relation of the form y-/x = a (e.g.> relation between time

and length of simple pendulum).

f
"^2xa x

y

also - = - +
2
P-.

a x y

Note that since the square of y occurs in the expression, the

effect on the result of an error in y is twice that of an error

in x.

If a=x*y
n

t p and q having any values, positive or negative,

integral or fractional,

the signs of a and /3 being chosen so as to make the result a

maximum.
The results can also be worked out by differentiation,

thus :

If the relation between the observed quantities x
t y, .?, . . .

is / (x, y, z, . . . )
= a where a is the constant whose value is

to be determined, then we can apply the processes of the

differential calculus to determine the error in a resulting from
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the various errors in x
t y, ,?,... We can consider the possible

errors in x
t y, ,7, ... as small increments of ,r, jr, z, . . . and

denote them by A,r, A/, A,?, . . .

Then a -f A<? =f(x+ Ar, j?'+ A/, .?+ As, . . . )

neglecting small quantities of the second order.

Since the signs of A;r, AJF, A.? . . . may be either positive
or negative, in the final result the signs must be so adjusted
that A<? may have a maximum value.

E.g., a = xy
then A* =

as in Na 2<

and

\

A,r

J

POSSIBLE ERROR OP A MEAN IN TERMS OF THAT OP A
SINGLE OBSERVATION.

We can compute the possible error of a mean by the above

rules.

X=P.E.of*w

a=P.E. of m m.

th x _

on the assumption that all the a's have the same sign and
all the maximum magnitude. This, however, is highly

improbable, and it can be shown from the theory of prob-
abilities that the probable error of a mean of n observations is

the probable error of a single observation divided by the square
root of ;/.

Doubtful Observations. It may happen that if a constant

is calculated from, or a graph drawn of two varying quantities,
a value or point is very divergent from the others. In

such a case the observations round about that particular
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value should be repeated, and if the new observations fall

in line with the others as regards the value of the constant,

or the points on the graph, then the student may fairly

conclude that the abnormal observation may be neglected.

Observations which seem abnormal should, however, in general

only be rejected after careful consideration.

INVESTIGATION OP LAWS.

The investigation or verification of laws may be carried out

by (i) an arithmetical method, (2) a graphical one, (3) a

combination of the arithmetical and graphical methods.

1. Arithmetical Method.

By tabulating the values of the two quantities x and yt

between which a relation is to be found, it is often possible to

obtain the relation by mere inspection. Thus, if we take the

following series of corresponding values of x and y,

y
Deviation from Mean

~x (value of -^ - mean).

1 -788 -788 +-005
2 1-544 772 --on

3 2-327 -776 --007

4 3-169 -792 +-009

5 3-902 -780 --003
6 4-744 -791 + -008

7 5-568 -795 +.012

8 6-213 -777 --006

9 6-985 -776 --007
10 7-841 -784 +-OQI

Mean =
-783

we see at once that x and y increase together, and also that

when x is doubled, trebled, etc., then y is also doubled, trebled,

etc. Thus the relation y\x constant is suggested ;
hence the

various values of y\x are tabulated in the third column, and the

deviation from the mean in the fourth column. If y\x were

only approximately constant, its value would gradually change
from one end of the column to the other

;
but if the deviations

from the mean be due to accidental errors, they in general, as

here, occur both positively and negatively, and form an irregular

variation. In the last column the signs of the deviations are

distributed irregularly, while positives and negatives occur with
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equal frequency ; moreover, there is no evidence of a gradual

change in the magnitude of the deviation.

In other and more complex cases it may be observed that

while^ = o when x=o
t ylx decreases as x increases, i.e., y" \x may

be constant (where > i). This suggests that some higher

power of7, sayj/
2

,j3
, etc., should be tried, and the law^

2
/,r
= con-

stant, or j/
3
/^'

= constant, etc., should be tested.

2. Graphical Method.

The above process may become laborious if a complex
function of the quantities x andjf is involved, and then recourse

may be made to the graphical method. It may be possible by

plotting a graph of the quantities x andjj/ to recognise the form

of it. If the graph is a straight line, then its equation will be

of the form y= ax, W y ax+b, according as it does or does not

pass through the origin. Similarly, a parabola of the form

y^jxa^ or a rectangular hyperbola of the form xy= a
t
when the

asymptotes are the axes, may be recognised and tested, while

the student who has studied graphs will with comparative ease

recognise other more complex graphs. In the case in which

y* = ax, then since taking logarithms, n log j= log #+ log x
we see that log y plotted against log x will give a straight line,

and from its slope the value of n can be obtained
;
while the

value of log a and therefore a can be obtained from an inter-

cept. In general, the above graphs are sufficient for any of

the laws to be found or tested in the experiments given.

3. Combination of Arithmetical and Graphical Methods.

The graph may suggest the law, and then the law can

be quickly tested by the arithmetical method.

CONSISTENCY OF OBSERVATIONS WITH LAWS.

We have still to test the consistency of the observations

with the law found or suggested. We have to show that the

calculated values of the function do not deviate from the mean
value by more than can be accounted for by the experimental

errors, and also that these deviations do not show any gradual

change in the value of the function from one end of the series

to the other.
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We shall deal with the case in which the tests are applied

arithmetically, though it is to be noted that they may also

be applied graphically. Take the case of the following

corresponding observations of x and y y
which represent the

relation between the pressure and volume of a gas at constant

temperature (Boyle's Law).
z = Pressure

j/
oo Volume Deviation Computed P. E.

(cms. of Hg). (cms. of tube). from Mean. of xy.

7

7

7

7-5

7-5

7-5

8

9
10

ii

The possible errors of pressure and volume were got from

the three marked observations in columns i and 2 respectively,

and the possible error of the function xy was computed from these

as in example 2, p. 5. We see that there is no indication in

the second last column of any gradual change in the value of

the function, and the distribution of signs is a random one. Thus,
the second of the two tests for consistency is satisfied, and by
considering the last two columns we see that all the diverg-
encies (except one) are covered by the possible errors, and
hence we may fairly conclude that the first test is also satisfied

and that the law found is xy constant.

45-2



II

DESCRIPTION AND MODE OP USE OP MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS.

In physical experiments the measurement of a length is

of frequent occurrence, and it is essential to know what instru-

ments are available and suitable for carrying out the required
measurement. There are several instruments which can be

used, the simplest being a graduated scale, while the majority
of others are more complicated on account of having refine-

ments and adjustments by which the measurement of length
can be made with greater accuracy.

The Measuring Rod consists of a lath of boxwood one metre

or half a metre in length, subdivided into centimetres and

millimetres, or of a steel rule of a suitable length with milli-

metre or half-millimetre divisions. If the scale can be applied

directly to the body to be measured, the readings may be

estimated by the eye to a fraction of a millimetre, care being
taken to avoid errors due to parallax. If the points between
which a length is measured are not in contact with the scale,

the scale should be placed parallel to the line joining them, and

should be viewed in a direction perpendicular to its length.

The Beam Compass consists of a rod along which two slides

with points are movable, the slides being capable of being

clamped by means of two screws. The points are adjusted by
means of the slides till they coincide with the two points the

distance between which is required, and the distance can then

be read off the beam compass directly if it is graduated, or

indirectly by measuring the distance between the points of

the slides by means of a measuring scale. In practice the

slides are fixed so that the distance between them is very

nearly equal to that of the distance to be measured, the mark
of one of the slides also being made to coincide with a division

10
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of the beam compass scale, and with one end of the length to be

measured, then by means of a fine screw the other slide is

adjusted so that its point coincides with the other end of the

length to be measured. This slide usually has a vernier attached

to it, and thus the measurement of length can be made with

comparative accuracy.
The Vernier is a useful adjunct which enables greater

accuracy to be obtained, and obviates the necessity of employ-

ing a scale with inconveniently small divisions. It consists of

a slide, capable of moving along the scale, and graduated so

that say ;/ I of its divisions are equal to ;/ of those of the

scale. If we consider the common case, in which ten vernier

divisions are equal to nine scale divisions, then since 10 v g s,

therefore s v = s -

u s =^ s, thus the difference between a

scale division and a vernier division is -^ of a scale division.

If, then, the zero of the vernier coincides with one of the

ends of the length to be measured, and lies between two of the

divisions of the scale, then we see that some vernier division

will approximately coincide with a scale division; and if, as

in the figure, the second vernier division coincides with a scale

20 21 22
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tively. Calipers consist of two arms hinged at one end
;
inside

calipers have straight arms with points bent outwards, and the
outside ones have curved arms with points bent inwards.
The measurements are made by adjusting the points of the

calipers to the required distance, and then reading the distance
between their points by means of a scale.

Vernier Calipers consist of a graduated rod furnished with
two jaws at right angles to the rod one fixed at the end, the

FIG. 3.

other movable along the rod. The latter which carries a vernier

is capable of being clamped in any position ;
a fine adjustment

may be made by means of a screw on the slide.

The Screw Gauge is useful for measuring small lengths,

FIG. 4.

(e.g., the diameters of wires), and consists of a well-cut screw

which works in a piece of metal with its ends turned at right
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angles to its length. One whole turn of the screw moves the

screw-head through a distance equal to the pitch of the screw,

while fractions of this distance can be read off a scale on the

circumference of the screw-head.

The Spherometer consists of an equilateral tripod with a

screw of known pitch, working vertically at the centroid of the

triangle ;
the lower end of the screw carries a pointed end,

and to the head of the screw is attached a circular disc with a

graduated scale enabling fractions of a turn of the screw to be

FIG. 5.

read, while a small vertical scale attached to the tripod gives
the vertical distance between the point of the screw and the

plane containing the feet of the tripod, in terms of the pitch of

the screw.

Note. In the majority of these instruments there exists a zero

error, e.g., in the spherometer, when the four points are in one

plane, the zero of the vertical scale and that of the graduated
disc may not coincide, and the reading then got is the zero

error which will have to be added or subtracted from the final

reading when a measurement is made. So in the case of the

vernier calipers, screw gauge, etc.
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THE DIAMETER OF A WIRE OR THICKNESS OP A PLATE BY
MEANS OP THE SCREW GAUGE.

Screw the jaws of the gauge up till they just touch, and

note the zero error, if any, and its sign, i.e., whether it has to

be added or subtracted finally. Do this a number of times,

and take the mean as the zero error. (It can be shown, see

p. 6, that the probable error of a mean of n observations is

i/x/^of the probable error of a single observation.)

Then insert the wire or plate whose diameter or thickness is

required, and screw the jaws up till they just grip the wire or

plate, and take the reading of the gauge. Do this several times

at the one place, and hence obtain the possible error of a read-

ing. Also make measurements at different positions of the

wire or plate ;
the average of these when account is taken of

the zero error will give the diameter of the wire or thickness of

the plate, assumed to be uniform.

THE THICKNESS OP A PLATE BY THE SPHEROMETER.

An accurately plane surface, usually of a glass plate, is used

for adjusting the pointed screw, so that the four points (the

three points of the legs of the tripod and the point of the screw)

are in the same plane. This is done by screwing the central

leg till the instrument is just not capable of rotation on the

glass surface about the central leg. The zero error is then

read and its sign noted. The plate whose thickness is required

is then placed under the central leg, which has been screwed up

to allow the plate to slide underneath it. The central leg is

then screwed down till it just touches the plate, the rotation

test being applied, and the thickness is read off from the vertical

scale and disc, account being taken of the zero correction. As

in the case of the screw gauge, the possible error of a measure-

ment and the mean thickness of the plate can be determined.

THE RADIUS OP CURVATURE OP A SPHERICAL SURFACE
BY THE SPHEROMETER.

The zero error of the instrument is observed, and the

instrument is placed on the surface of a lens, say, and the central

leg adjusted by the rotation method till it is just in contact

with the lens.
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Let the reading corrected for the zero error given by the

spherometer be/, and let R be the radius of curvature of the

lens surface. Then as shown in the figure, /(2R-/) = r2
,
where

;- is the radius of the circle passing through the three feet of

the spherometer.

2R-p

FIG. 6.

To get r, adjust the central point to the same plane as the

three fixed points, and press the spherometer on a sheet of

paper, making impressions of the points. Measure by vernier

calipers the distance from the central point to each of the outer

points, and take the mean value of r.

Substituting for/ and r in the above equation we get R.

PORTIN'S BAROMETER.

This consists of a glass tube 80 cm. or more in length closed

at the upper end, and dipping into a cistern of mercury at the

lower end (Fig. 7). The tube being free of air, is filled to a

height of seventy odd centimetres with mercury. Above this is

vapour of mercury which is in a very rarefied state and produces
a negligible pressure. The mercury in the tube is supported by
the pressure of the atmosphere on the surface of the mercury
in the cistern, this pressure being communicated through the

mercury to the mercury in the tube at the same level. The

height of the column of mercury above the level in the cistern

is a measure of the atmospheric pressure.

Before reading the height, the level in the cistern is

adjusted to the zero of a fixed measuring scale by raising or

lowering the bottom of the cistern which is of flexible leather.

The adjustment is made by a screw until the surface of
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mercury just touches a fixed ivory pointer. (This is best done

by observing the pointer and its image in the mercury surface.)

The scale by the side of the tube gives distance from the end of

the pointer that is, after adjustment from the level of the surface.

Near the top of the tube is a vernier scale which moves in front

of the barometer tube and alongside the principal scale, and

which is capable of adjustment by means of a screw at the side.

FIG. 7. FIG. 8.

The zero of the scale is at its lower edge, and a second edge on

the other side of the barometer tube moves with the vernier

scale in front, so that the two lower edges give the horizontal

plane through the zero of the vernier scale. In adjusting the

scale, therefore, the eye should be placed in a position so that

the two edges are superposed, and in the plane of the mercury
surface. The vernier reading should then be taken.

The variations in the height of the barometer, due to

temperature changes and consequent changes in density of the
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mercury and in length of the scale, are usually negligible. It

should, however, be remembered that the height of a barometer

depends upon its altitude above sea-level, so that if barometers

are to be compared their readings should be corrected to

readings at the same level say sea-level.

SIPHON BAROMETER.

In the siphon barometer the cistern is formed by the lower

portion of the glass tube turned up parallel to itself, as in

Fig. 8. The end of the short limb is also closed, but the air

pressure is communicated through a small aperture in the side.

The difference between the levels in the two limbs is the height
of the barometer. This is determined by means of two scales,

which have a common zero somewhere near the middle of the

longer limb, one reading upward and the other downward.
The sum of the readings of the two surfaces thus gives the

distance between them. The scales may be engraved on the

tube, or on glass, or metal beside the tube, and sliding vernier

scales are sometimes attached for greater accuracy of reading.

THE BALANCE.

In determining mass among the factors that may have to

be taken into account are :

(a) Errors in the weights,

(b) Inequality of the lengths of the arms of the balance,

(c) Buoyancy of the air.

(a) It is assumed that the weights are correct, or that the

errors produced in the case of a good set of weights are

negligible in ordinary determinations.

(&) The error due to the arms of the balance being of unequal
length may be eliminated by (i) substitution, or (2) double

weighing.
In the first method the body to be weighed is placed in

one pan of the balance, and counterpoised by shot or sand or

weights in the other pan. The body is then removed, the

counterpoising masses being left on the other pan, and weights
are substituted for the body till there is balance. The weights
thus substituted for the body give its weight.

In the case of double weighing, the body is weighed first in

the one pan and then in the other, and the true value of the

B
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weight is the square root of the product of its weight in the

two pans. If the arms of the balance are not very unequal, it

will in general be sufficient to take the arithmetic mean of the

apparent weights.

FIG. 9.

It is clear that the ratio of the lengths of the arms of the

balance may also be obtained from the observations in double

weighing, for if
l^
and /

2
be the lengths of the arms and w^ and

w
2
the weights balancing the body suspended from arms of

length /
2
and /

x respectively, and W the true weight of the body,

1

then

whence

and

W

w
FIG. 10.

(c) If as is in general the case, the body which is being

weighed has not the same density as the weights, then since
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the weighing is being made in air, different quantities of air

will be displaced by the body and weights respectively, hence

the true weight of the body, i.e., its weight if the weighing
had been made in a vacuum, is not directly ascertained. A
correction can, however, be made which reduces the weighing
to weighing in vacuo. For if W and w be the true weights
in vacuo of the body and weights which balance it in air,

and A and S the densities of the body and of the material

of the weights respectively, and a- the density of the air

under the conditions of the experiment, then for equilibrium

weight of body buoyancy of air on body
= weight of weights buoyancy of air on weights,

W-T^ = W-J>,

whence approximately W = w(i ^ + ~).
o A

Thus the correction per gram of weight is ar( i
,
A I

/<$),
and is

positive or negative according as A is < or >&
In the following table are tabulated values of <r(i/A i/o)

for brass weights (
=

8-4) for various values of A.

Buoyancy Correction for Weighings, with Brass Weights,
in Air of Density -0012 g. per cubic centimetre.

Density of Body
Weighed.
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DYNAMICS AND GENERAL PHYSICS.

DENSITY OP A SOLID BY DETERMINATION OP MASS AND

(a) Direct Determination of Volume.

Apparatus. Solid whose density is required (metal in

the form of cube, cylinder, or other regular shape), calipers,

measuring rod, balance, weights.

Method. Find the mass M of the solid by weighing, and

the volume V by calculation from its dimensions, then the

quotient M/V gives the density in the case of the C.G.S.

system of units, as so many grams per cubic centimetre.

(b) Indirect Determination of Volume.

Apparatus. Solid whose density is required (not necessarily

of regular shape), measuring glass, balance, weights.

Method. Find the mass M of the solid by weighing, and

the volume V by immersing it in a quantity of water which

is sufficient to cover it in the measuring glass, and noting the

reading on the measuring glass of the surface of the water

before and after the body is introduced. The difference of

the two readings gives the volume. The density is then

found as above.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY OP A SOLID BY THE PRINCIPLE OP
ARCHIMEDES.

(a) Solid which sinks in Water.

Apparatus. Solid whose specific gravity is required, balance,

weights, beaker.

Method. Weigh the solid in air (W a). Weigh it when

immersed in the beaker of water (WJ; this is done by
20
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suspending the body from the end of the balance beam by
means of a fine thread or wire (whose weight can be taken into

account if necessary), so that it is wholly immersed in the

water, and finding its weight. The beaker is supported by
means of a stool so placed in the balance case as to be clear

of the pan.

FIG. ii.

Then the specific gravity (s) is calculated from the formula

weight of solid
s

approximately

weight of equal volume of water

weight in air

weight in air weight in water

[Buoyancy of the air is neglected.]

W
fl
-Ww

O) Solid that floats in Water.

Apparatus. As above
;
sinker.

Method. Weigh the body in air (WJ ; weigh body and
sinker in water (WJ ; weigh sinker in water W'w .

Then weight of body alone in water =WW-W'W ,
which is a

negative quantity. Thus the upward thrust of water on the body
is W.-(WW W'J, which is the weight of an equal volume
of water.
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Specific gravity of body

weight of body Wn

weight of equal volume of water W
a
-Ww+ W'w

SPECIFIC GRAVITY OP SUBSTANCE IN SMALL FRAGMENTS
OR A POWDER BY THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY BOTTLE.

Apparatus. Fragments or powder of substance insoluble

in water (lead shot, pieces of glass, or sand) balance, weights,

specific gravity bottle.

Method. Weigh the bottle empty (Wx) ; weigh the bottle

with the solid in it (W2) ;
thus weight of solid =W

2
Wr

Weigh the bottle with the solid, the bottle now being filled

up with water (W3). Thus, weight of water required to fill the

bottle when body is in =W3 W
2

.

Weigh the bottle filled with water alone (W4). Then weight
of water required to fill bottle when it is otherwise empty
W4-WX,

Thus weight of water of same volume as the solid

=W
4
_Wl -(W3

-W
2).

Specific gravity of solid

weight of solid W
2 Wx

weight of equal volume of water W
4 W

1
W

3+W2

*

SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF A LIQUID.

(a) Specific Gravity Bottle.

Apparatus. Liquid, specific gravity bottle, balance, weights.

Method. Weigh the bottle empty (WJ ; weigh the bottle filled

with the liquid (W2) weigh the bottle filled with water (W3).

Specific gravity of the liquid

weight of any volume of liquid W
2 Wj

weight of equal volume of water W
3
W

x

'

() Hare's Apparatus.

Apparatus. Liquid, water, Hare's apparatus.

Method. Adjust the tubes so that their ends dip into the

vessels containing the liquid and water respectively. By means

of the rubber tube draw air out so that the liquid rises
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in each tube, and then clamp the rubber tubing. Measure the

respective heights (//p //,)
of the liquid and water columns above

the levels of the surfaces of the liquids in the vessels
;
then if p l

FIG. 12.

and p2
be the densities of the liquid and water respectively, the

atmospheric pressure II =/ -f^/o^, where/ is the pressure of the

air above the liquid columns. This also =

where s
l
and s? are the specific gravities.

Taking s2 as i for water, s
1
=

-y
3

.

(c) Upthrust Method.

Apparatus. Liquid, a body on which the liquid has no

chemical action (say a glass bulb), balance, weights.
Method. Weigh the body in air (W1 ) ; weigh the body in

the liquid (W2) ; weigh the body in water (W3).

Thus, weight of liquid equal in volume to that of body = Wj W2.

water =W
l
-W

3
.
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Specific gravity of liquid

weight of volume of liquid

weight of equal volume of water

(</) Common Hydrometer (Fig. 13).

Apparatus. Liquid, glass vessel, hydrometer (with suitable

range of values).

Method. Float the hydrometer in the liquid and take the

reading of the surface of the liquid on the hydrometer, which

directly gives the specific gravity.

FIG. 13. FIG. 14.

(e) Nicholson's Hydrometer (Fig. 14).

Apparatus. Liquid, deep glass vessel, Nicholson's hydrom-

eter, balance, weights.

Method. Find the weight of the hydrometer (WJ. Float

the hydrometer in the liquid, and by adding weights (W2)
to

the upper pan, adjust till the standard mark comes to the

surface of the liquid. Thus the total weight of liquid displaced

by the hydrometer =W x -fW2
.
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Do the same with the hydrometer in water, the weight

added being W3
. Then total weight of water displaced by the

hydrometer =W 1+W3.

Specific gravity of liquid

weight of any volume of liquid W
1+W2

weight of equal volume of water Wj-hW3

RELATION BETWEEN DISTANCE AND TIME IN THE CASE
OP MOTION ON AN INCLINED PLANE.

Apparatus. Smooth board, metal cylinder or ball, small

wooden block, stop-watch.
Method. Put the wooden block under one end of the board,

so that the latter is slightly inclined. From a mark at the

higher end of the plane, allow the metal cylinder or ball to

roll from rest down the plane, and measure the times (/) that

it takes to roll various distances
(s')

down the plane.

FIG. 15.

Tabulate the values of s and /, and both graphically and

by calculation show that s/fi is constant for a given inclination.

The experiment may be repeated with the board at

different inclinations, and the accelerations (a) determined

from the relation for uniformly accelerated motion

Show from these determinations that a is proportional to

the sine of the inclination of the plane to the horizontal.

PARALLELOGRAM AND TRIANGLE OP FORCES
(Equilibrium of Three Forces).

Apparatus. Drawing board and paper, three spring

balances, cords.

Method. To the hook of each balance a cord is attached,
and the other ends of these cords are fastened to a ring O.

Two of the balances are fastened to two hooks A and B
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C
3 C 2 C, C

FIG. 16.

FIG. 17.
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in the corners of the drawing board, while the end C of

the third balance is moved along the lower edge of the

drawing board into positions C, Q, C
2 ,

etc. (Fig. 16).

Mark on the paper the directions OA, OB, OC, and construct

a diagram in which OA, OB, and OC represent in magnitude
and direction the forces exerted by the spring balances, and

show that a triangle PQR can be constructed with sides

equal and parallel to OB, OA, and OC.

Do this for the various positions of C.

Vary the method by graphically finding the resultant of

two of the forces. Show that this is equal in magnitude but

opposite in direction to the third force (Fig. 17).

INCLINED PLANE (Mechanical Advantage with Force Acting

(1) Up the Plane, (2) Horizontally).

Apparatus. Inclined plane, trolley or roller with scale-

pan attached by string passing over pulley, weights.

1. Force up the Plane.

Method. The trolley A is loaded with a certain weight,

and weights are added to scale-pan B till the trolley just

begins to move up the plane. Take readings of the total

N

FIG. 18.

weights of A and B and of the distances LN and LM. Find
also the weight of B when the trolley just begins to move
down the plane, the inclination of the plane being the same.

Vary the inclination of the plane and proceed as before.

Tabulate the mean of the two weights of B, say P and that

of A, say W and also LN and LM. Calculate also and
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tabulate W/P and LM/LN. These ratios will be found to

be equal ; they give the mechanical advantage.

2. Force Horizontal.

Method. Arrange the apparatus so that the force is now
acting horizontally instead of parallel to the length of plane,

FIG. 19.

and proceed as in (1) tabulating corresponding values of

P and W and LN and MN, W/P, and MN/LN.
It will be seen that W/P = MN/LN.

FRICTION.

Apparatus. Friction board with pulley, slider, weights.
Method. After having placed the friction board so that its

surface is horizontal (this may be tested by a spirit-level)

place weights on the carrier C so that with a given weight on

the slider A it just begins to move along the friction board.

FIG. 20.

Tabulate the results, giving weight of slider+ weights, and

force required to move the slider from rest.

Repeat the experiment, but instead of finding the force

required to start the slider from rest, find what force is
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necessary to keep the slider moving with uniform speed after it

has been started.

It will be found that the force which is required to start the

slider from rest is greater than that required to maintain a

uniform velocity when it has been started. Static friction is

thus shown to be greater than kinetic friction.

To Investigate the Variation of Friction with Normal
Pressure. (Coefficients of Friction.)

Proceed as in the above investigation and tabulate the values

of friction (F) and normal pressure (R) in each case.

The graphs of these are straight lines through the origin.

This can further be tested by calculating the coefficients of

friction /x
= F/R, and showing that each is a constant for the

two surfaces under consideration.

By using the other side of the slider so that the area now
in contact is only half that of the first side, and by repeating the

preceding experiment, it can be shown that the coefficients of

friction are independent of the area of the surfaces in contact.

It is, of course, essential that the second surface is as nearly
as possible in the same state as the first.

Angle of Friction.

Apparatus. Friction board with hinged base, slider, weights,
wood blocks, measuring scale.

Method. Place a weight on the slider and tilt the friction

board till the slider when started moves down the plane with
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uniform speed as in the experiments on kinetic friction. Find
the angle by measuring the dimensions of the inclined plane,

e.g., perpendicular and base, and calculate the tangent of the

angle. Repeat with different weights on the slider.

By the triangle of forces

F:R:W::AB:BC: AC
17 A T>

... M ==_=:_ , tana,

i.e., the tangent of the angle at which sliding occurs is equal
to the coefficient of friction in this case kinetic.

If the angle a be that at which the slider just begins to

move down the plane, the corresponding coefficient is that of

static friction.

RELATION OF TIME OP SMALL OSCILLATION OP SIMPLE
PENDULUM TO ITS LENGTH AND DETERMINATION OP "g."

Apparatus. Fine wire or string, metal ball, clamp, stop-

watch, measuring scale, calipers.

Method. Attach the wire to the ball and pass its other

end through the clamp, and fasten the clamp so that the wire

is tightly held at the lower edge of the clamp.
Measure the length of the wire of the pendulum in centi-

metres, and add the radius of the bob; this is the so-called

length of the pendulum (/).

Observe the time in seconds of a given number of swings

(the greater the number the more precise will be the deter-

mination of the time of a single oscillation). The swings
should be through an arc of less than 10. Repeat these

observations with pendulums of at least six different lengths,

varying between 30 and 100 cms.

Construct a table giving length of pendulum (/ cm.) and

time of a single oscillation (t sees.).

Plot a graph of / against t\ this will be of the form of a

parabola with the origin as a point on the curve. Hence the

equation is / = af-. Test this by calculating Ijf- and plotting

/ against t\

To calculate "g." The relation just found gives t/t'
2 = a,

and it can be shown that
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where t = time of a complete oscillation, i.e.
y
of a motion of

the pendulum to and fro. Hence

47T
2/

g = *r

LAW OF INCREASE OP LIQUID PRESSURE WITH DEPTH.

Apparatus. Cylindrical glass vessel with water, graduated
metal tube closed at one end, weights or pieces of metal of

equal weight.
Method. Float the metal cylinder in the water, and take

the reading of the scale on the cylinder at the surface of the

FIG. 22.

water. Take a series of similar readings with various weights
inside the metal cylinder.

Tabulate results showing total weight (W) of cylinder and

weights and depth (d) to which the cylinder sinks below the

surface of the water.

Show by calculation and a graph that W/d is a constant.

(For question of accuracy and calculation of error, see

Chapter I.)
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BOYLE'S LAW.

Apparatus. Boyle's law apparatus, in which pressures both

greater and less than atmospheric can be used.

FIG. 23.

Method. Take a reading of the barometer at the beginning
and at the end of the experiment, and use the mean of these

two readings in the calculation of the resultant pressure. The

temperature should also be noted, as the conditions of the

experiment require that the temperature should be constant.

(The temperature will, in general, vary only slightly during the

time of the experiment.) Observations of the simultaneous

readings of the two mercury levels, and the reading of the top
of the enclosed air column are made, and from these, h and /

can be calculated, where h is the difference of levels of the
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mercury in the two arms, and / is the length of the enclosed air

column. If the diameter of the closed tube is uniform, then / is

proportional to the volume of the enclosed air, and the pressure
is given by atmospheric pressure (H) expressed in height of

mercury column //, according as the level of the mercury in

the enclosed air column is lower or higher than that in the

open tube.

By raising or lowering one of the arms of the U'tu^e

different pressures and consequently different volumes will be

obtained.

Construct a table giving the different values of the total

pressures P, viz., Hh y
the corresponding volumes (V), and

the product of pressure and volume PV. This product will

be found to be approximately constant. The graph of P and
V will be a rectangular hyperbola, PV = constant, and the

graph of P and i/V will be a straight line passing through
the origin. (For a discussion of the question of accuracy of

the experiment, see the chapter on Accuracy, p. i.)

SURFACE TENSION.

Relation between the Height to which Water rises in a Capillary
Tube and the Bore of the Tube ; and Determination of the Surface
Tension.

Apparatus. Capillary tubes of different radii, glass vessel

with water, glass scale, vessel containing mercury, vernier

calipers, balance, weights.
Method Calibration of the Tubes. The radii of the

capillary tubes may be given, or it may be necessary to deter-

mine the radii. In the latter case a small thread of mercury is

inserted in the tube by dipping it in a vessel of mercury, and
then the upper end having been closed by the ringer, tilting it

into a horizontal position, when it will be found that a small

quantity of mercury has remained in the tube. The mercury
may be made to travel along the tube by slightly tilting, and

by means of a pair of vernier calipers its length at different

portions of the tube can be determined. The constancy or the

variation of the lengths at different portions of the tube gives an
indication of the uniformity or variation of the bore of the

tube. In any case in which the lengths differ considerably

among themselves, the tube should be rejected and another

c
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procured. The weight of the mercury in the tube is then

ascertained, either by weighing the mercury in a watch-glass,
or by weighing the tube containing the mercury, and subtract-

ing from that weight the weight of the tube alone.

The length (/) of the mercury thread being known (the
mean of the observed lengths being taken), and also its mass

(/), we can compute the value of the radius (r} of the tube from

the equation
volume x density = mass,

where p = density of mercury and may be taken as 13-6, and
the tube is assumed of circular section. The radii of the

various tubes are thus determined.

Measurement of Height to which Water rises. Fasten

the tube to the glass scale, as in the figure, by means of rubber

bands, and take the reading of the top of the water in the tube

FIG. 24.

on the scale, and also the reading of the level surface by
looking with the eye just below the level of the surface. The
difference of these two readings gives h, the height to which

the water has risen in the capillary tube. Do this for the

different tubes.

Care should be taken that the water thoroughly wets the

interior of the tube, say by moving the tube up and down in
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the water until the water rises and falls freely in the tube,

when the tube is lowered and raised.

Plot a graph of h against r which will be of the form of a

rectangular hyperbola, and show that rh is a constant. (For the

question of the accuracy of the result, see p. 5, No. 2.)

The surface tension (T) may be calculated from the expression

T ..

where p is the density of the water. In the above expression

for T the volume of liquid in the meniscus has been neglected.

More accurately

T =

For a liquid, the angle of contact of which is a, the expres-

sion is

T = riP&" neglecting the volume of meniscus.
2 cos a

It is not essential that the tube be of uniform bore, provided
the radius at the meniscus can be measured. If a microscope
with micrometer eye-piece is available, this may be done by

filing and breaking the tube there and measuring the diameter

by direct observation through the microscope.

RELATION BETWEEN ELONGATION AND LOAD
FOR A SPIRAL SPRING.

Apparatus. Spring with pointer attached near one end,

weights and arrangement for suspending weights from spring,
cathetometer.

Method. Support the spring at one end with the pointer
at the lower free end. Take the reading of the position of

the pointer (from any arbitrary position, say the table top)
when the load is zero, and for a series of different loads in

increasing order of magnitude, making an occasional determina-

tion of the zero position.

When the greatest load has been put on, make a series

of observations as above, with different loads in decreasing
order of magnitude. Tabulate load (W), scale reading (j),

total extension of spring (/), and //W. The mean of the

elongations for the same load should be used for the value
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of /. It will be seen that //W is a constant, that is, the

elongation is proportional to the load. (This is of course

equally true if the zero position be taken when the spring

supports a load. Additional elongations and additional loads

take the place of elongation and load simply.)
Plot a graph of / against W. This is a straight line

through the origin with equation l=k W, where k is a

constant.

RELATION BETWEEN ELONGATION AND LOAD
FOR A RUBBER CORD.

Apparatus. Rubber cord fastened at its upper end with

pan for weights at its lower end, weights, cathetometer.

Method. Load the pan sufficiently to straighten the cord.

Take a series of readings of the distance between two marked

points P and Q for different weights, (i) when the load is

increasing, (2) when the load is decreasing. Allow a minute or

two to elapse between putting on the load and taking the

reading (Fig. 25).

The graph of elongation (/) and load (W) will be a slightly

curved line, and in general the graph for decreasing load will

differ slightly from that for increasing load. If the load applied
be too great, the rubber cord acquires a "

permanent set."

TEST OP HOOKE'S LAW FOR ELONGATION OF A WIRE, AND
DETERMINATION OF YOUNG'S MODULUS.

Apparatus. Two wires several metres long suspended side

by side about a centimetre or two apart, scale and vernier,

screw gauge.
Method. One wire A has a weight hung at its lower end

to keep it straight, and weights are hung from the other wire

B. The elongation in B produced by the different weights

is measured by the scale and vernier, the scale being fastened

to A and the vernier to < B. Put the maximum load which

is supplied in the scale-pan of B, and leave the wire stretching

for a few minutes (Fig. 26).

Make a series of observations of the position of the vernier

(s) and load (W), both when the loads are applied in increasing

and decreasing order of magnitude, the load being increased

or decreased by equal amounts each time. The two sets
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of readings should agree within the limits of error, unless

the greatest weight applied has been sufficient to stretch

the wire beyond the ''limits of elasticity," in which case

the wire will have acquired a "permanent set."

-P

-Q

FIG. 25. FIG. 26.

The original length of the wire from the point of support to

the point where the vernier is clamped being L, and the altera-

tion of its length caused by a load w being /, then within the

limits of elasticity l\w is constant for that wire.

This can be shown from the observations either graphically

or by calculation.

Young's modulus (Y) is the ratio of longitudinal stress to

the corresponding fractional elongation the strain. The stress
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is the force per unit area, z>., ze'/Trr
2

,
where r= radius of wire;

the strain is the elongation per unit length, i.e., //L.

w
wfc

Y =
/

L

To calculate the mean elongation / for a given load w
from an even number of readings of elongation and load, say 8,

tabulate them thus :

Elongation.

Load -

inching. decreeing.
Mean '

3. wU3w I'l l{ ll

5. Wi+S^ /'6 /"5 /;

r7
/
7

Divide these into two equal portions, the first four and the

last four.

Calculate /
5

/v /
6

/
2 , etc., elongations for a load of (Wj+Sze')

(W1+ ze/), etc., viz., 42^, and find the mean (/) of /
5

/p etc.,

for the load of 42^. Thus the value of l\w in the formula for

Young's modulus is got, and by measuring in addition the

length of the wire (L), and the radius (r\ the value of Y can

be calculated.

BENDING OP BARS SUPPORTED AT ONE OR BOTH ENDS.

(a) Relation of Flexure to Load for a Given Bar.

(ft) Test of the Relation of Flexure to Length for a Constant Load.

Apparatus. Bar supported at one end by a clamp, or at

both ends by wedges, carrier and weights capable of being

suspended from the undamped end or middle of the bar in the

two cases, vertical scale to measure the flexure, measuring rod.

Method. Find the zero position of the end or middle of

the bar in the respective cases, and make a series of observations

of the deflection (/) produced (a) when the weights (W) alone
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are varied (the weight of the carrier being taken into account)
and the length kept constant, (b) when the length (/) is varied

and the weights (W) are kept constant.

FIG. 27.

In the case of the observations (a) show that the ratio of

deflection to weights appended is constant within fairly wide

limits.

In case (b) the ratio of /
3

//is constant.

YOUNG'S MODULUS BY THE BENDING OP A BAR.

For a bar of rectangular section supported at both ends and
bent by a load at its centre, Young's modulus Y is given by

Y =
W/3

where /, /;,
d are the length, breadth, and depth respectively,

and /is the deflection at the centre for an increase in the load

ofW.
It will be noticed that if W is constant, then as shown

experimentally /3// is constant, so that Young's modulus can

be calculated, using the mean value of l
z
!f obtained in that

experiment
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In the case of a similar bar clamped horizontally at one end
and supporting a load at the free end, the formula is

Y -- 4W/3

TORSION.

Relation between (1) Angle of Twist and Twisting Couple for a Rod of

Constant Length, (2) Angle of Twist and Length for a Rod, the

Couple being Constant.

Apparatus. Torsion lathe, weights and carrier.

Method. The couple is applied by means of the carrier and

weights, suspended from a cord wrapped round the wheel.

FIG. 28.

One end of the rod to be tested is clamped to the block, and
the other end, which is free, carries the wheel. The angle of

twist is measured by a pointer and scale, the pointer being
attached to the rod and the scale to the base. Pointer and
scale are, however, capable of adjustment anywhere along
the rod.
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(1) The pointer and scale are first placed at the end of the

rod near the wheel and kept there, and readings are taken of

the scale position of the pointer for a series of weights from

zero upward. Tabulate the values of W and 6, W being the

total weight including the carrier and the angle turned

through by the pointer, and show graphically and by calcula-

tion that W/0 is constant.

(2) The weight suspended from the cord is kept constant,

while a series of readings is taken with the pointer and scale

in various positions along the rod, that is, for various values of

/. For each value of / the scale reading is taken first when the

rod is in its normal unstrained state, and second when the

fixed weight is suspended from the wheel. Thus the twist

6 for various values of / is obtained. Plot / and 9, and tabulate,

giving values of Qjl. This will be found to be constant.

DETERMINATION OP RIGIDITY BY A STATICAL METHOD.

Apparatus. Torsion lathe, and accessories.

Method. It may be shown that the rigidity (n) of the

material of the rod used is given by

TTCF y
where / = length of the pointer measured from the axis of the

rod,

y = distance along the 1 arc through which the tip of the

pointer moves when a mass M is placed in the pan,
R = radius of the wheel,
a = radius of the rod,

/ = distance of the pointer from the fixed end of the rod.

The quantity 2^R/7rtf
4

is a constant for a given rod in the

apparatus, so that it can be determined by measuring/, R, and a,

and then the mean of a series of M//JP taken. If the instrument

indicates the angle (<) in radians directly, the formula is

M/

RELATION OP TIME OP OSCILLATION OP TORSIONAL
PENDULUM TO ITS LENGTH.

Apparatus. Ring or cylinder with clamp at centre, wire,

stop-watch, measuring scale.
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Method. Attach one end of the wire to the bob by means
of the clamp, and fasten the other end of the wire to another

clamp so that the pendulum can oscillate round the vertical

wire as axis.

FIG. 29.

Measure the length (/) of the supporting wire in centimetres

from clamp to clamp, and observe the time in seconds of a

given number of swings.

Repeat these observations with wires of at least six different

lengths, varying say between 30 and 100 cms.

Construct a table giving length of pendulum (/ cm.) and

time of a single oscillation (t sees.). Plot a graph of / against /
;

this will be of the form of a parabola with the origin as a point

on the curve. The equation to the curve is l=^af. This can

be shown by calculating ///
2
,
which will be found to be approxi-

mately constant. Plot / against t\

MEASUREMENT OP MOMENTS OP INERTIA BY THE
METHOD OP OSCILLATION.

Apparatus. Torsional pendulum, body of regular form or

of known moment of inertia, stop-watch.

Method. To find the moment of inertia (Ij) about an axis

through the centre of gravity of the body forming the bob of
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the torsional pendulum, (i) find the time of oscillation (/\)

of the body when suspended as a torsional pendulum with a

given length of wire; (2) find the time of oscillation (/2)

when the moment of inertia of the system is altered, by adding
to the bob of the pendulum a body whose moment of

inertia (I 9) is known or can be calculated. (The suspension is

not changed, and hence the couple tending to restore the

bodies to their position of equilibrium is unchanged.)

In (i)

where ^ = time of a complete oscillation, l
l
= moment of

inertia of bob about the axis of vibration, =a constant depend-

ing upon the length, diameter, and nature of the suspending
wire. (It is the value of the couple which would twist one

end of the wire through a radian if the other end were fixed.)

^ c

where I
2
= moment of inertia of the regular body about the

axis of rotation whence,

Ii + I, tl,
~^r~

~
/2 >

*i r
i

2
. T _ T 'l

l
l
~ 4

t 2 _ , 2'

h r
i

If the irregular body of moment of inertia (I x)
is replaced \yy

the one of known moment of inertia (I 2), the same wire being
used and remaining unaltered in length, then

(1) t,
= 2

(2) t.,
= 2

/2
'

Ii
=

I. ft
2

Hence I
:
can be determined.

RIGIDITY OP A SOLID BY TORSION (Dynamical Method).

Apparatus. Torsional pendulum, stop-watch, measuring
scale, screw gauge.
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Method. For a torsional pendulum, see p. 43.

/ = 2

It can be shown from the theory of elasticity that

2l

where / is the length of wire and r its radius, and n is the

rigidity of the substance of the wire;

Using a body of known moment of inertia (I) as the bob

of the pendulum (the suspending wire being that of the

material whose rigidity is to be measured), find the time

of a complete oscillation, measure the length of the wire

and its radius, and hence calculate the value of the simple

rigidity.

Care should be taken to measure the radius of the wire

very exactly, as the fourth power of radius of the wire occurs

in the expression for the rigidity (see Chapter I.).

It is also advisable to measure the radius of the wire

at several points along its length, and to take the mean of the

values obtained.
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HEAT.

DETERMINATION OP THE BOILING POINT OP A PURE LIQUID.

Apparatus. Flask fitted with cork having two holes in it,

into one of which a thermometer can be fitted and into the

other a glass tube to lead off the vapour.
Method. Put some of the liquid whose boiling point is to

be found into the flask with some glass beads or small pieces
of glass to prevent

"
bumping." Heat the flask till the liquid

boils, and read the temperature at which this occurs. The

temperature observed should be that of the vapour and not

that of the liquid, as the former is a constant depending only
on the particular liquid and the atmospheric pressure. The
latter depends slightly upon other conditions. Consequently,
the thermometer should be in the vapour above the liquid

and not in the liquid itself. Read on the barometer the

atmospheric pressure at which the boiling point is determined.

TO DETERMINE THE BOILING POINT OP A SOLUTION.

Apparatus. Flask fitted with cork having two holes in it,

into one of which a thermometer can be fitted and into the

other a glass tube to lead off the vapour.
Method. Put say 100 grams of water into the flask

and find the boiling point of the water (as in the previous

experiment). Then add 10 grams of common salt and find

the boiling point of the solution by having the thermometer
bulb immersed in the solution. Find also the temperature of

the vapour coming off from the salt solution. Repeat with

solutions which contain 20 and 30 grams respectively, and
estimate the elevation of the boiling point due to the 10,

45
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20, etc., grams of salt added. To allow for evaporation, small

quantities of water should be occasionally added. The amount

may be determined by weighing roughly.

MELTING POINT OP PARAFFIN WAX (First Method).

Apparatus. Piece of glass tube drawn into the form of a

thin-walled capillary tube, thermometer, beaker.

Method. Fill the capillary tube with small pieces of solid

paraffin, and heat gently in a flame till the wax melts in the

tube. Attach the tube to the stem of the thermometer by
means of an elastic band, and in such a position that the wax
is very near to the bulb of the thermometer. Immerse the

thermometer in a beaker of water, and heat the water and con-

tinually stir it till the wax just becomes clear. Note the

temperature at which this occurs, and allow the water gradu-

ally to cool while still being stirred, and again note the tempera-
ture at which the wax just becomes solid. The mean of these

two temperatures gives the melting point of the paraffin wax.

It is advisable, in order to obtain an accurate result, to

take the mean of the observations in say three experiments

performed as above described.

MELTING POINT OF PARAFFIN WAX (Second Method).

Apparatus. Paraffin wax, two beakers, thermometer.

Method. Melt the wax in one of the beakers, and when the

temperature is a little above the melting point of the wax insert

the thermometer. Keep the thermometer in long enough to

allow the wax which solidifies on the bulb to liquefy again.

Take the thermometer out and note the temperature at which

a whitish film of wax appears on the thermometer bulb. Now
place the thermometer in a beaker of water, heat slowly, and

note the temperature at which the film disappears.

Repeat several times (say three), and take the mean of the

results. Compare the melting point got by this method with

that given by the other methods described.

MELTING POINT OF A SOLID BY THE COOLING METHOD
(Third Method).

Apparatus. Paraffin wax, beaker, thermometer, stop-watch.
Method. Heat the paraffin wax in the beaker to a tempera-
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ture above that of its melting point. Insert the thermometer

in the beaker, and having removed the flame, take a cooling
curve by reading the temperature every minute or half-minute.

Plot a graph of temperature and time. During the process of

I

I Melting-point

Time
FIG. 30.

solidification the rate of fall of temperature with time is small,

and the form of the curve is nearly horizontal. The range of

the observations should extend beyond this stage, and the mean
value of the temperature as read from this portion of the curve

is taken as the melting point.

LINEAR EXPANSION OF A METAL.

Apparatus. Tubes of brass, iron, glass, etc., about I metre

long and say 5 or 6 mm. internal diameter, with flange attached

near one end and fine pointer near the other end, stand with

V-supports for above, boiler, cold water tap, microscope with

micrometer eye-piece, thermometer.

Method. Clamp one end of a tube to a fixed support, connect
this end to the water tap, and send a stream of cold water

through the tube till the temperature becomes constant. Focus
the pointer on the scale of microscope eye-piece, and observe
the position of the image of the pointer on this scale. Take the
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temperature of the water as it issues from the open end of the

tube : let it be 4 C.

Shut off the cold water supply and turn on the steam from
the boiler, allowing this to pass through the tube until the

temperature is raised to that of the steam, say /
2 C. During this

rise of temperature the tube expands and the pointer moves
across the scale of the microscope eye-piece. When the pointer
comes to rest, observe the new position through the microscope.

L~
, J

T

Steam Cold Water

FIG. 31.

Again shut off the steam and turn on the cold water tap,

and take readings as at the beginning of the experiment.
Provided the temperature of the water is the same as originally,

the position of the pointer should be as during the first reading.

The expansion of the tube is thus obtained in eye-piece scale

divisions. To calibrate these, focus the microscope on an

accurately divided millimetre scale, and observe the number of

scale divisions of the eye-piece equivalent to i mm. The

expansion of the tube in scale divisions can then be reduced to

millimetres.

Measure the length of tube from clamp to pointer. Let it

be /
x
at tS C. and /

2
at /

2 C.

Then /
t
= / (i 4- a /J, in the usual notation,

and /
2
= / ( I + a t^) ;

= I +(/2-O approximately.

Knowing all the other quantities, a, the coefficient of linear

expansion, may be calculated.

Make similar experiments with tubes of various materials.

MAXIMUM DENSITY OP WATER BY HOPE'S METHOD.

Apparatus. Hope's apparatus consisting of a glass cylinder

filled with water and surrounded about half-way up by a jacket
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which can be packed with a freezing mixture, and having two

thermometers inserted through the side of the cylinder, one

above and the other below the jacket.

Method. Pack the jacket with a mixture of ice and salt,

and take the readings of the two thermometers. It will be

found that the lower thermometer, and thus the water in the

lower portion of the cylinder, gradually falls in tempera-

FIG. 32.

ture till about 4 C. is reached, while the temperature indicated

by the upper thermometer changes much more slowly. When
the lower thermometer indicates 4 C., the temperature of

the upper one commences to fall, and does so till it reaches

o C, while the temperature of the lower thermometer still

remains at 4 C. This shows that the temperature of maximum

density of water is 4 C.

MAXIMUM DENSITY OP WATER BY THE
DILATOMETEB METHOD.

Apparatus. Dilatometer of the form in the diagram with

a scale behind the stem, thermometer, beaker, powdered
ice.

Method. To correct for the expansion of glass of the

dilatometer, a quantity of mercury of volume about one-seventh

that of the bulb of the dilatometer should be put in the bulb,

and the bulb then filled with water till the water reaches

well up the stem.

Place the bulb in the beaker with some water, and take the

D
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reading of the level of the water on the scale attached to the

stem and the temperature of the water in the beaker. Put a

small quantity of the powdered ice in the beaker, stir well till

the beaker remains at a uniform temperature for some time.

Then read the level of the water and the temperature. Repeat
till the temperature reaches i C, taking small intervals of change
of temperature in the region of 4 C. Now allow the water to

rise in temperature, and take corresponding readings of the

water level and temperature.

FIG. 33-

Plot a curve of temperature and the mean of the two read-

ings of the level at that temperature. The graph will indicate

a minimum in the volume and thus a maximum in the density
of the water at 4 C.

COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION OF A LIQUID.

Coefficient of Expansion of the Liquid relative to that of

the Vessel ; or Apparent Coefficient of Expansion.

Apparatus. Specific gravity bottle, beaker, thermometer,

balance, weights.

Method. Find the weight (W) of the specific gravity bottle

empty and dry. Find also the weight (W x)
of the bottle full of

water at a temperature of about io-i5C. This can be done
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by filling the bottle with water and immersing in a beaker of

water for some time, till the temperature of the bottle and the

water it contains has attained that of the water in the beaker.

Let this temperature be /
1

C. Now immerse the bottle in the

beaker again and raise the temperature of the water in the

beaker till it boils. After the bottle has been in the boiling

water for some minutes (long enough to enable the bottle and

its contents to attain the temperature of the boiling water), take

out the bottle by means of a thread attached to it, and dry and

weigh. Let its weight be now W2
and the temperature of the

boiling water be /
2 C.

The weight of the liquid in the bottle is W
X
-W at t C,

and W2
-W at t C. If we neglect the change in volume of

the bottle and let V be this volume, the volumes of unit weight
V V

of liquid at the two temperatures are ^-j ^ and ^j TTT
\!v

l
-W W 2

W

respectively, and therefore _w = w __w (1+8 t^-t^

approximately, where ft is the coefficient of apparent expansion
of the liquid.

Thus /3
=

The absolute coefficient of expansion of the liquid is got by
adding to the apparent coefficient of expansion, as determined

above, the coefficient of cubical expansion of the glass.

RELATION OF THE VOLUME OP A GAS TO ITS TEMPERATURE
AT CONSTANT PRESSURE.

Apparatus. A uniform thin-walled glass tube sealed at one
end and having a small thread of mercury enclosing a constant
mass of air, thermometer, beaker, and heating apparatus ;

the

tube is mounted on a scale reading to millimetres, so that the

length of the air column can be measured.

Method. The glass tube is put into a beaker of water, so

that the whole air column is immersed. The water is heated

up to about 80 C, and allowed to cool gradually. The zero

reading of the sealed end of the tube is taken, and readings
of the lower surface of the mercury thread are taken at intervals
of 5 fall of temperature, the water being well stirred before
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each reading. The pressure is atmospheric+ that due to the

mercury thread (the tube being vertical), and is constant during
the experiment. Readings are obtained of the volume V of the

enclosed air (these are proportional to the length, if the tube

is uniform) and of the corresponding temperature (f C.), and

V and / are tabulated.

FIG. 34-

By plotting a graph of V and /, a straight line is got, which,

however, does not pass through the origin ;
thus its equation is

tm V+ C. From this graph the value of the constant C can

be obtained; it will be found to be very nearly 273 C.

Thus by plotting V and ^+273 (i.e., absolute temperature T), a

straight line is got passing through the origin, showing that

the volume (V) varies directly as the absolute temperature (T).

By calculation it can also be shown that the ratio V/T is

constant.

RELATION OP THE PRESSURE OP A GAS TO ITS TEMPERATURE
AT CONSTANT VOLUME.

Apparatus. A glass bulb connected by a fine bore tube

to the flexible (J~tuke arrangement CD which is filled with

mercury and alongside of which is a metre scale to measure
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the heights of the mercury columns
;
vessel in which to immerse

the bulb
;
thermometer.

Method. Immerse the bulb B in the vessel containing

water, and after stirring the water raise or lower the arm D
until the level of the mercury in C is at some fixed mark P.

Read the position of the mercury column in D and the tempera-

ture by the thermometer in B. Heat the water in stages of

about 10, and before taking readings take away the burner and

stir the water in the vessel. Then again adjust the mercury

level by raising D till the mercury in C stands at P. Read the

level of mercury in D and the temperature of B. Take a series

D

FIG. 35.

of such observations up to a temperature of about 80. Allow

the water in the vessel to cool down gradually, and take a

similar series of readings of the temperature and the level of

the mercury in D after adjustment of the level in C. Read the

barometer during the course of the experiment. The total

pressure of air in the bulb expressed in height of mercury is

H + ^, where H is the barometric height and h is the height of

mercury in D above that in C.

Tabulate the results :

Temperature Height of Mercury in

= /C. C. D.
'

Difference of
Level of C and D.

Total Pressure
= P.

Plot a graph of temperature and pressure. This is a
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straight line of the form /= ;;/P-fC. It will be found that

the constant C is approximately 273 C, so that if absolute

temperatures T, i.e. (^+273) be used, then the graph of P and
T is a straight line passing through the origin, and shows

that the pressure is directly proportional to the absolute

temperature.

By calculation it can also be shown that P/T is constant.

WATER EQUIVALENT OP A CALORIMETER AND SPECIFIC
HEAT OP A METAL BY THE METHOD OP MIXTURES.

Apparatus. Calorimeter with jacket, stirrer, thermometers

(graduated in fifths of a degree), metal chips, heater for

metal, balance, weights.

FIG. 36.

Method. Weigh the empty calorimeter with stirrer; its

mass say is m. Partly fill it with water at about ordinary room
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temperature (^) ;
the mass of the water (Mj) may be found by

weighing the calorimeter and the water and subtracting the

weight of the calorimeter. Pour into the cold water in the

calorimeter a mass of warm water (M 2)
at temperature (,) ;

stir

the contents and observe the final temperature (/). The mass

of the warm water added is now obtained by weighing as in

the case of the cold water.

The water equivalent (w) of the calorimeter is calculated

from the equation

which expresses the fact that the heat gained by the calori-

meter, stirrer, and cold water is equal to that lost by the hot

water.

To determine the specific heat of the metal proceed as

above, except that instead of the hot water, the hot metal,

which has been heated in the heater and its temperature taken,

is added to the calorimeter. Let the mass of the metal, in

this case, be M2
. The temperature (>) of the metal should be

about iooC.

During the time that the heat from the metal is being

evenly distributed throughout the mixture, heat is being lost

by radiation, etc., and accordingly a correction is made to allow

for the consequent fall in temperature. This can be done by
plotting a cooling curve from time-temperature readings. Make
observations of the temperature of the mixture every quarter-

minute for the first minute or two, and every minute after for

several minutes, the water being kept well stirred. Choose two

points on the latter portion of this graph, and find the fall in

temperature per unit time
;
this may be taken as the rate of

cooling corresponding to the mean of these two temperatures.
Then by Newton's Law of Cooling, since the rate of cooling
is zero at room temperature, we can find the rate of cooling
at any temperature, and thus the rate of cooling at the

temperatures with which we are concerned can be found,

and a correction applied. (Strictly, Newton's Law applies only
to loss by radiation

;
in this experiment, however, the other

losses are small, consequently we may, without serious error,

apply the law to correct for the total loss.)
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An example will make the method clear,

will be somewhat as follows :

The observations

Time (mins.). Temp. Mean.
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Thus, Graph II. (Fig. 38) can be drawn, the rate of cooling

at 26-8 C. being -2 C. per minute and being zero at room

temperature, viz., 16-4 C.

The figures in column 4 are then got from Graph II., the

rate of cooling per minute being the rate of cooling at the

mean temperature. Column 5 is got by adding the corrections

during the respective minutes, for it is clear that the fall in

temperature is cumulative, i.e., the fall in temperature in two

successive minutes = fall in temperature during the first

minute -}- fall in second minute.

Z.20
s

I

27 28 29 3015 i6 '7 8 '9 20 21 22 23 24 25

TEMPERATURE C.

FIG. 38.

Column 6, which also appears as Graph III. (Fig. 37), is got

by adding the total correction to the values of the temperature
given in column 2.

The true final temperature (t) of the mixture is then

28-0 C, and equating heat lost to heat gained the specific
heat (s) of the metal can be calculated from the formula

SPECIFIC HEAT OP A LIQUID BY THE METHOD OP COOLING.

Apparatus. Calorimeter and stirrer, thermometer, measur-

ing glass, balance, weights.
Method. Find the mass (m) of the empty calorimeter

and fill it about two-thirds full of water at about 50 C., the

volume of the water being measured by the measuring glass,
from which it is poured into the calorimeter. Suspend the
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calorimeter inside its surrounding jacket, and, keeping the

contents well stirred, note the times when the temperature
of the calorimeter is 50, 49, 48, etc. Find the mass of the

water in the calorimeter by weighing calorimeter and contents.

Do the same for the liquid whose specific heat is required,
care being taken that the volume of liquid used is approxi-

mately the same as that of the water.

Since the amount of heat radiated from the surface of the

calorimeter depends only on the difference of temperatures
of the calorimeter and enclosure and on the nature and area

of the surface from which radiation takes place, it is seen

that the rates of loss of heat in the two cases are the same
at the same temperatures. The quantity of heat lost in cooling
between two given temperatures is therefore proportional to

the time taken in cooling from one temperature to the other,

that is,

Heat lost by liquid in cooling from T
l
to T

2 ^~
water T

x
to T

2

" "

7^

where t
l
and /

2
are the times of cooling from T

l
to T

2
in the

two cases, water and liquid.

But the above fraction may be written

where M
x

and M
2

are the masses of water and liquid

respectively.

Taking the water equivalent of the calorimeter as w, we

have more correctly

We then determine s, the specific heat of the liquid, knowing
all the other quantities.

LATENT HEAT OP STEAM OR LATENT HEAT OF
VAPORISATION OP WATER.

Apparatus. Calorimeter, boiler to generate steam, balance,

weights, thermometer.

Method. Find the mass (m) of the empty calorimeter and

stirrer and part fill with water at ordinary room temperature.
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Find by weighing the calorimeter, stirrer, and water the

mass (MJ of the water in it; take the temperature of the

water (/). Pass steam into the calorimeter from the boiler

till the temperature of the calorimeter and contents is about

30 C. Find the final temperature of the calorimeter and

contents (T) by the thermometer, and also the mass M
2

of

steam condensed by weighing the calorimeter with the water

and condensed steam.

FIG. 39.

The latent heat of steam can be calculated from the

formula Heat gained by water and calorimeter = Heat lost

by steam in condensation -f- Heat lost in further cooling.

where w is the water equivalent of the calorimeter and stirrer

that is, mass of calorimeter and stirrer x specific heat of the
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material and L is the latent heat of steam, here assumed to be

at 100 C.

To minimise condensation in the conducting pipe of the

boiler, the pipe should be short and surrounded by some non-

conducting material, e.g., cotton wool, or there should be a

water trap in this portion. To ensure greater accuracy in the

experiment without the complication of correcting for the

loss of heat by cooling, the water in the calorimeter should

originally be a few degrees, say 5, below the temperature of

the air. Steam should then be passed until the temperature
is about the same number of degrees above that of the room.

The warming in the first half of the experiment is thus

approximately balanced by the cooling in the second half.

LATENT HEAT OF FUSION OF ICE.

Apparatus. Calorimeter, pieces of ice, filter paper, balance,

weights, thermometer.

Method. Weigh the calorimeter and fill about two-thirds

full of water at a temperature of about 30. Find by

weighing the calorimeter the mass of water (M x) in it, and

then take the temperature of the water (/). Quickly drop into

the calorimeter some clear pieces of ice which have been dried

with filter paper, and note the temperature (T) of the water

in the calorimeter when all the ice is melted and the water

well stirred. Finally weigh the calorimeter and contents, and

thus find the mass M2
of the ice added.

Calculate the latent heat of fusion of ice from the formula

Heat lost by calorimeter and contents = Heat gained by ice

in melting + Heat gained by ice after melting.

(M1+teO(/-T)=M2L+M2T,

where w is the water equivalent of the calorimeter and stirrer

(i.e., mass of these x specific heat of their material) and L is

the latent heat of fusion of ice.

LATENT HEAT OF FUSION OF A SOLID.

Apparatus. Calorimeter, paraffin wax, vessel with hot

water, thermometer, balance, and weights.
Method. Find the mass (;;/) of the empty calorimeter
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and add a few grams of paraffin wax and weigh again, and

thus find the mass of the wax (MJ. Take the tempera-

ture (f) of the calorimeter and wax, and add to the calorimeter

with the wax sufficient hot water (at temperature ^) to melt

the wax completely; stir and find the final temperature (T)

of the calorimeter, wax, and water. Find the mass M
2

of

the hot water added to the calorimeter, and calculate the

latent heat of fusion (L) of the wax from the expression

where w = water equivalent of calorimeter, stirrer, and ther-

mometer, and s = specific heat of the paraffin wax, here

assumed to be the same in the solid and liquid states.

HYGROMBTBY.

Dew Point. The dew point may be obtained by hygro-

meters of various forms. From the dew point and the tempera-
ture of the air, the hygrometric state of the atmosphere may be

got from tables of saturation vapour pressure.

Dines's Hygrometer.

Turn tap and allow the cold water from the vessel to flow

slowly past the thermometer and glass plate until dew begins

FIG. 40.

to appear on the surface of the plate. Read the temperature at

which this occurs. Shut tap and observe the deposit of dew
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on the plate until it disappears. Read the temperature. Take
the mean of the two temperatures at which dew appears and

disappears. Repeat the experiment several times and take the

mean of the results obtained.

This gives us an approximate value for the dew point, that

is, the temperature at which the actual pressure of aqueous

vapour in the atmosphere is the saturation vapour pressure.
From saturation vapour pressure tables find the saturation

vapour pressure for this particular temperature. Find also the

saturation vapour pressure for the actual temperature of the air

as given by a thermometer outside.

Then relative humidity of atmosphere

saturated vapour pressure at dew point

saturated vapour pressure at temperature of air'

Daniell's Hygrometer.

Apparatus. Hygrometer, ether. (This hygrometer con-

sists of two glass bulbs connected together by a wide tube bent

twice at right angles as shown in the figure. Bulb A contains

ether and is coated on its outer surface by a thin layer of

polished silver or gold. Bulb B is covered with muslin.

Thermometers are situated inside A and outside between A
and B.)

IT,

FIG. 41.

Method. Pour a few drops of ether on to the muslin round

B. This evaporates rapidly, causing cooling of the bulb and

ether vapour inside, consequently ether vapour flows from bulb

A to bulb B and leaves the space in A unsaturated. Ether

inside evaporates and causes cooling of A and of the polished
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metal on the outside. The muslin on B is kept moist until,

when a certain temperature is reached, a deposit of dew is

formed on the metal surface. Note this temperature given by
the thermometer Tr After allowing the ether on the muslin to

disappear by evaporation, the temperature of A rises, and the

dew disappears. Note the temperature indicated by T\ at the

instant of disappearance. Take the mean of these two tempera-
tures. Repeat the experiment a number of times, and take the

mean of all these temperatures as the dew point. Thermometer

T
2 gives the air temperature. This should also be read.

From the dew point and the air temperature, the humidity
of the atmosphere may be obtained as explained from Saturated

Vapour Pressure Tables.

Regnault's Hygrometer.

In this form of hygrometer a test tube has a covering of

silver foil on its outer surface. This is cooled down by passing
a stream of air through ether contained in the tube. The rapid

evaporation causes cooling of the liquid, and consequently of

the tube and silver. As in Dines's hygrometer, the tempera-
ture of the silver at which dew begins to deposit is given by the

thermometer enclosed.

An observation of the temperature is also taken when the

dew disappears after the stream of air has been stopped. The
mean of these two temperatures is taken. The experiment is

repeated a number of times and the mean of the observations

obtained.

The temperature of the air is given by a thermometer con-

tained in a similar tube, which is, however, otherwise empty and
is not artificially cooled. Proceed as described in the last

experiment to determine the relative humidity of the atmo-

sphere from Saturated Vapour Pressure Tables.

Dry and Wet Bulb Hygrometer.

Two direct readings of the temperatures as given by the

ordinary (dry bulb) thermometer and by the thermometer (wet

bulb), from which evaporation is continually taking place, are

sufficient to determine with the help of tables the humidity of

the atmosphere. For if we multiply the difference between
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these two readings by Glaisher's Factor (fin Table, p. 112) we
can determine the dew point from the formula

Temperature of air dew point temperature ,.

Temperature of dry bulb temperature of wet bulb

From the temperature of the air and the dew point, deter-

mine the humidity of the atmosphere as before by use of

Saturated Vapour Pressure Tables.
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ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.

STATICAL METHOD OP COMPARISON OP MAGNETIC MOMENTS.

Apparatus. Deflection magnetometer, bar magnets, metre

scale.

Method. (a) Position of Gauss (end on).

Place one of the magnets to be compared in an east-west

position, with its axis passing through the centre of a small

magnetometer needle (see Fig. 42); note deflection 9l
of the

N
Tend

-on)

N
(broadside on)

FIG. 42.

magnetometer needle, reading both ends and taking the mean
value. Measure also the distance d between the centres of
the deflecting and deflected magnets. Reverse the deflecting

magnet ;
read deflection 6.2 . Place the deflecting magnet at an

equal distance on the other side of the magnetometer needle
65
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and take similar readings. Finally, obtain the mean deflection

for the distance d between the centres of the deflecting and

deflected magnets.
If H be the horizontal component of the earth's magnetic

field, M the magnetic moment of the deflecting magnet, 2/ the

length of this magnet, then approximately

(V2_ 72\2

M = ( } H tan
;

as a first approximation we may take M = J^x H tan 0.

Take a similar series of readings with the second magnet
of moment (M') with its centre in the same positions, then

M'= J^
3 x H tan 0'. Then M/M' = tan 0/tan 0'.

(b) Position of Gauss (broadside on).

Make a similar series of observations with the deflecting

magnet still in an east-west position but with its centre on the

axis of the magnetometer needle, i.e., due north or south

(magnetic) of the magnetometer needle.

In this case M =
(<^

2+ /2
)"
H tan approximately,

or, as a first approximation M = ds H tan 0.

If the second deflecting magnet is placed in the same position

producing a deflection 0', M/M' = tan 0/tan 0'.

Method of Equal Deflections. If the two magnets to be

compared be placed in either the (a) or (b) position, but at

distances arranged so as to give equal deflections of the

magnetometer needle, then from the above formula it can be

seen that M/M'rf8
/^

8 to a first approximation.
Null Method. If the two deflecting magnets be placed in

position (either (a) or (b) )
at the same time, but in directions

so arranged that the separate deflections are in opposite direc-

tions, one may be made to neutralise the effect of the other so

that there is no deflection of the magnetometer needle.

Then position (a)

or position (b) M/af
3=

M'/aT* ;

thus in either case M/M' = d*\d'\
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STATICAL METHOD OP COMPARISON OP INTENSITIES OP
MAGNETIC FIELDS.

Apparatus. Uniform fields of strengths H
l
and II

2,*
bar

magnet, deflection magnetometer.
Method. If the bar magnet is placed in the field Hj_ and

then in H
2 ,

in either of the two positions of Gauss relative to

the magnet of the magnetometer, then

di
3
Hj_ tan

6j_
= d.2*H 2

tan 9.2 ;

., , , ., HI tan 2
if a, = </9 then s~ = -

-^.H
2

tan 9
1

At the place where the field H
1 exists, place the bar magnet

and magnetometer in one of the Gauss positions (say the (a)

position) and find
1 ; keeping d

l
the same, reverse the magnet

and again read the magnetometer. Repeat these two observa-

tions when the bar magnet is on the opposite side of the

magnetometer and again having d the same as before. Do
the same where the field is H

2 ,
whence the fields can be

compared.

VIBRATION METHOD OP COMPARISON OP MAGNETIC
MOMENTS.

Apparatus. Magnets to be compared, stirrup for suspension,

supported by silk fibre, stop-watch.
Method. (a) If a bar magnet of magnetic moment M and

moment of inertia I about the axis of suspension be caused to

execute small angular oscillations about its axis of suspension
in a uniform magnetic field of strength H, then the time of a

complete oscillation is given by

T = ^TT I
^

VMH'
After removing the torsion of the fibre by suspending from

it a weight equal to that of the magnet, allow the first magnet
to oscillate in the earth's magnetic field, and find the time of

oscillation. The oscillations of the magnet may be started

by bringing near it another magnet, care being taken that the

subsequent motion is one of torsional oscillation only ;
this

latter magnet is then removed to a distance.

* It will usually be found that iron girders, pipes, etc., so modify the

field, that in an ordinary building or even in one room fields of very
different strength may be found, each sufficiently uniform for the purpose of
this experiment.
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Repeat for the second magnet.

TU M
i

l
i
T "

2

I nen ^^ ~
~^r J^TVM

2
I
2
T

x

2

The moments of inertia l
l
and I

2
can be calculated if the

magnets have a simple geometrical form
; they are equal if the

masses and dimensions are the same.

() In the following method a knowledge of the moments of

inertia is not required :

Suspend the two magnets so as to form one oscillating

system with their like poles (i) in the same direction, and

(2) in the opposite direction, and find T
l
and T

2
the periods

of vibrations in the two cases. Care must be taken that the

positions are exactly the same in the two cases, except for the

reversed polarity of one.

In the first case the magnetic moments are added, and in

the second subtracted, while the moment of inertia of the

combination is the same in the two cases, thus,

T^T TvT
2 = 'A whenceM

x
M

2
T

x
2

M~~ T 2 T 2'

2 2 1

VIBRATION METHOD OP COMPARISON OF INTENSITIES
OP MAGNETIC FIELDS.

Apparatus. Vibration magnetometer, fields to be compared,

stop-watch.
Method. Deflect the magnet so as to produce oscillations

through a small angle in the field of strength H lf
and find the

time of oscillation Tl
from the time of a large number of

complete oscillations.

Repeat in the second field of strength H
2 . Let the time

of one complete oscillation be T2.

Then as T, = 2jr\
>MH;

and T
2
= 2-wJ l

;~ MH 2

! . a

H
2

-
T?
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MEASUREMENT OP THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OP THE
HORIZONTAL COMPONENT OP THE EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD.

Apparatus. Deflection magnetometer, bar magnet, stirrup

for suspension, metre scale, stop-watch.

Method. As in experiment, p. 65, find by a statical method

the value of M/H. As in experiment, p. 67, find by a vibration

method the value of MH. In this case the moment of inertia

of the bar magnet requires to be known
;
this may be got by

calculation if the magnet is of simple geometrical shape, or

by experiment (see p. 42).

From M/H and MH, H may be determined and so also

may M.

MAPPING OP MAGNETIC FIELDS.

Apparatus. Bar magnet, very short compass needle, draw-

ing board, and paper.
Method. A line of magnetic force is a line the tangent to

which at each point gives the direction of the magnetic force

at that point.

If a very short magnetic needle be free to move about its

centre of gravity, it comes to rest with its axis tangential
to a line of force. A short pivoted compass needle is, how-

ever, sufficient to show the direction of the horizontal component
of the field at any point. Dealing only with the horizontal

field, it is possible to map out the lines of magnetic force due

to the earth's field, combined with that of a bar magnet say,
thus

Fix the paper on the drawing board, and place the bar

magnet on the paper so that its magnetic axis is parallel to

magnetic meridian, and (a} its north pole () its south pole,

pointing north respectively. Place the compass needle PQ in the

field, and mark the positions of its ends P and Q. Then move
it till the end P coincides with the mark O, and mark the

position Q! of its other end, and so on till the line of force is

completed ;
the curve PQQ : Q2

. . . is then drawn. By starting
from different positions and repeating the process, the whole
field in one plane may be mapped out.

Do the same in the case of the magnet lying at right angles
to the magnetic meridian.

In the diagram giving the lines of force there will be certain
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regions which show neutral points, i.e., regions in which the
horizontal fields of the magnet and the earth neutralise.

Indicate these positions on your diagrams. Such a region is

shown below at R. Knowing H, the field of the magnet at the
neutral point is known

;
from this and the distance from the

magnet, the magnetic moment M can be determined.

FIG. 43. FIG. 44.

By the use of iron filings the fields may be mapped more

quickly, but this method is not suitable for weak fields.

THE TANGENT GALVANOMETER

In all cases in which a tangent galvanometer is used,

attention must be paid to certain necessary adjustments. The

following is a brief description of a simple instrument and the

method of using it. The instrument (Fig. 45) consists of a

vertical coil of wire, at the centre of which is placed a very
small magnet supported on a pivot, and capable of rotating in

a horizontal plane with the minimum of friction. At right

angles to the magnet and lying horizontally when the magnet
is on its pivot is fixed a light pointer, and underneath the

magnet and pointer is a circular scale graduated in degrees,
which enables the angle of deflection of the magnet to be

determined by reading the pointer. This scale sometimes

consists of a mirror with the scale on its surface, so that

parallax errors may be avoided.

The coil may consist of several independent coils, each

having a different number of turns and a different resistance
;

by an arrangement of terminals at the base of the instrument

any of these coils may be used.
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When the plane of the coil is in the magnetic meridian and

a current is passed through the coil, the measure of this current

is given by C = tan in electromagnetic C.G.S. units, where
2-7TH

r = mean radius of coil in centimetres.

;/ = number of turns.

H = horizontal intensity of earth's magnetic field in

C.G.S. units,

and angle of deflection of the magnet.

FIG. 45.

It will be noticed that since r and ;/ are constants, and H is

constant at one place, then currents are simply proportional to

the tangents of the deflections; or C = tan 0, where k is the
" reduction factor

"
or

"
working constant

"
of the galvanometer.

Adjustments. The detailed method of adjusting the

instrument depends upon the particular pattern used. The

following, however, describes the essential features. Rotate

the coil about its vertical axis until its plane is approximately
in the magnetic meridian. This is the case when the plane
of the coil contains the axis of the needle. The central plane
of the coil should then pass through the 90 divisions on

the horizontal scale below the needle, and the pointer attached

to and at right angles to the needle should indicate zero
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deflection. Level the base by means of a spirit-level and

levelling screws, and make any slight readjustments of the

plane of coil or position of horizontal scale that may be

necessary. To test the accuracy of adjustment and correct

inaccuracy if such is found, send a moderate current through
the instrument by means of a cell and resistance, and read

the deflections of the two ends of the pointer attached to

the magnet ;
reverse the current, and again read the deflections

obtained. If the means of the two pairs of readings differ

appreciably, say by more than a degree or two, turn the coil

and horizontal scale together round a vertical axis till this

divergence is reduced to a minimum. In reading a deflection

on the galvanometer when these adjustments have been made,
two readings (6l

and
2"),

one of each end of the pointer, should

be taken, and then the current reversed and two other readings

(93 and
4)

made. The deflection produced is the mean of

lf 8 , 3 ,
and

4
.

STUDY OP POLARISATION OP CELLS.

Apparatus. Leclanche cell, tangent galvanometer, key,

resistance (if necessary), stop-watch.

Method. Connect the cell (B) in series with the galvano-

meter (G), resistance (R), and key (K) as in the diagram. The

adjustment of the galvanometer having been made, the key K

B

R
FIG. 46.

is closed at a given instant which is noted, and as soon as the

needle comes to rest the current as indicated by the deflection

(tangent of angle in case of tangent galvanometer) is

observed.

A series of readings of current and time is taken at

intervals of say a minute for about ten minutes the most
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suitable time depends upon the apparatus used and a graph
of current and time is plotted. To observe the recovery of

the cell the depolarisation open the key K, and after definite

intervals close K for as short a time as possible in order to

read the current value and open again. (The periods for

which K is closed should be short compared with those for

which it is open.)

Repeat with various types of cells.

RESISTANCE BY SUBSTITUTION METHOD.

Apparatus. Battery of constant E.M.F., galvanometer,
resistance to be measured, two-way key, resistance box.

Method. Arrange the apparatus as in the diagram, where

B is the battery, G the galvanometer, x and R the unknown and

known resistances respectively, and K the key.

Put x in the circuit by closing the key, and find the galvano-
meter deflection (d) (it may be necessary to shunt the

galvanometer if it is too sensitive) ;
then by means of the

key put in a resistance R from the box, and adjust this

resistance until the same deflection (cT) is got on the galvano-
meter. When this is so, ,r= R.

RESISTANCE OP A BATTERY BY THOMSON'S EQUAL
DEFLECTION METHOD.

Apparatus. Galvanometer, two resistance boxes, battery
of constant E.M.F., keys.

Method. Connect up as in the figure. Close the keys K
:

and K
2
and note the deflection (d) of the galvanometer, the

resistances in the boxes Rj and R
2 being adjusted so as to get

a convenient deflection. Let the values of these resistances
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be
;'j

and r
2

. Then open K
2
and adjust the resistance in R

t

till the same deflection (d) is obtained, the value of the

resistance being r^. Repeat the above observations for

FJG. 48.

different resistances in R
x
and R

2. If the battery resistance

be
,
and that of the galvanometer gt

then from the equality
of the two currents through the galvanometer we have

r,

For if c be the current through the galvanometer the

** _l_ ** I rr

current through the battery in the first case is c X -

,r
2

.*. potential difference at ends of wire BK
1
GB is e -- - -cb

e

and current through BKjGB is

In the second case the current is

.". subtracting numerators and denominators cb -~ =
c,
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RESISTANCE OP A GALVANOMETER BY THE EQUAL
DEFLECTION METHOD.

Apparatus. Galvanometer, two resistance boxes, battery of

constant E.M.F. and of low resistance, keys.

Method. Connect up as in the figure. Close the keys Kj
and K and note the deflection (d) of the galvanometer, the

resistances in the boxes R
x
and R

2 being adjusted so as to get

a convenient deflection. Let the values of these resistances

be r^ and ;'
2

. Then open K 2
and adjust the resistances in R

l till

the same deflection (d) is obtained, the value of the resistance

being ry Repeat the above observations for different resistances

in R
x
and R 2

. If the galvanometer resistance be g, then from

the equality of the two currents through the galvanometer
we have

e r e

where e is the E.M.F. of the battery the resistance of which is

assumed to be negligible.

From the above we have g = -SLJ 1)

THE WHEATSTONE BRIDGE.

By means of this method devised by Wheatstone, resistances

can be accurately and easily measured. The arrangement is
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represented diagrammatically in the figure where E is a battery,
G a galvanometer, and AB, BC, AD, DC, represent resistances.

It can be shown that the condition that B and D are at the

same potential that is, that no current flows through the

D

FIG. 50.

galvanometer is that ^1/^2
=

^3/^4 ;
hence if only one of these

magnitudes rv r
2 , r^ i\ is unknown, its value can be calculated

from the above equation. This scheme is adopted practically
in the slide wire bridge and the post-office box.

THE SLIDE BRIDGE.

Electrical Resistance of a Wire and of Wires in (a) Series

(6) Parallel.

Apparatus. Metre bridge, sensitive galvanometer, battery,

known resistance, wire whose resistance is to be measured.

Method. Set up the apparatus as in the diagram, where

B is the battery, K a key, G the galvanometer, and R and x
are the known and unknown resistances respectively. Put the

battery in circuit by means of the key K, and move the tapper
of the bridge till a point N is found on the bridge wire such

that when the galvanometer is in circuit no deflection occurs.

When this is the case then

_. MN
R

:

NL'

from which x, the unknown resistance, can be calculated.
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For wires in series take a length of wire 2, 3 ... times that

of the original wire, and show that the resistance is increased

into the ratio 2, 3 ... times that of the first wire. This shows

that the resistances of 2, 3 ... uniform wires of equal length
are proportional to the total length.

For wires in parallel use the frame shown in Fig. 52, and
connect PQ to the gap of the bridge to which the wire of

unknown resistance is joined, and find the resistance of 6, 5

JJ
P Q

FIG. 52.

. . . 2 wires in parallel, and finally that of one wire by removing
the wires successively. All the wires used must be of the same
material, length, and cross section.

Show by a graph or by calculation that the resistance of
the wires multiplied by their number is constant.
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Notes. Unless the leads connecting the wires, the known

resistance, etc., to the bridge have a negligible resistance, it may
be necessary to take account of their resistance in proving the

above laws.

It is possible by adopting the arrangement given below, to

dispense with the key K, and to use instead the bridge tapper.

R

n
N

M

FIG. 53.

VARIATION OF RESISTANCE OP A WIRE WITH
TEMPERATURE.

Apparatus. As in the case of the resistance of a wire

(p. 76), the wire being in the form of a spiral and capable of

being immersed in a beaker of water
;
thermometer.

Method. Take a series of readings of resistance and

temperature of the wire as the temperature of the water in

which it is immersed is raised from room temperature to about

90 C. by steps of about 10 C. The burner must be removed

and the water well stirred before each observation.

Take a similar series of readings as the water and wire

gradually cool.

Plot a graph of resistance and temperature, which with the

range of temperature used will be a straight line whose

equation is R
f

= ;;/^-}-R ,

where R, = resistance at temperature f C. and

R = resistance at temperature o C.

R
c
can be got from the graph by a slight extrapolation.
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Show also that
R*~ R = /" (a constant)

or transforming to give R t
in terms of R

R,
= R + ;///

= R (i + a) where a is a constant.

COMPARISON OP ELECTROMOTIVE FORCES BY WIEDEMANN'S
METHOD (Sum and Difference Method).

Apparatus. Galvanometer, adjustable resistance, reversing

key, two cells whose E.M.F.'s are to be compared.
Method. (The method is unsuitable for cells in which

appreciable polarisation is produced under the conditions of the

experiment.)
Connect the cells Ej and E

2
in series by means of the key

K with the galvanometer G and the adjustable resistance R! as

in the figure. Resistance R
x
must be of magnitude appropriate

to the particular galvanometer used.

1

K

FIG. 54.

The first operation consists in having Ej_ and E
2 (1

so that their effects are additive, i.e., the E.M.F.'s assist one

another, which can be done by means of the key K. The
deflection (d^ of the galvanometer is noted. Now throw the key
over so that the effects of E

x
and E

2 are subtractive, i.e., the

E.M.F.'s oppose one another, and again note the deflection (d.1)

of the galvanometer. If the total resistance in the circuit be

denoted by R, then the currents in the two cases C
x
and Co,

which are proportional to d
l
and d.

2 (tan dl
and tan d., must be
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employed instead of d
l
and </

2
if a tangent galvanometer is

used) are

r -

E
i+ E2 . TV/ r Ei- E2 . u

F-^
whence =^

tL

E! .

Repeat the two above operations for different values of Rv
and finally find the mean value of the ratio

COMPARISON OP ELECTROMOTIVE FORCES BY THE
CONSTANT RESISTANCE METHOD.

Apparatus. Galvanometer, resistance, key, two cells whose

E.M.F.'s are to be compared.
Method. The E.M.F.'s may be compared by means of the

currents they send through the galvanometer when they are

separately in series with it and a resistance, this resistance

being large compared with the internal resistance of the

cells.

Connect the cells E
x
and E

2
as in the figure in series with

a resistance R and a galvanometer G, so that by means of the

key K each cell can be separately put in the circuit.

When E
x

is in the circuit, adjust R, so that a suitable

deflection d
l
is got on the galvanometer (it may be necessary

to shunt the galvanometer) : with all the conditions the same,
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throw over the key, cutting out E
1
and putting in E

2 ,
and

observe the deflection d^ Repeat for various values of R.

The current in the first case

In the second case

Thus, neglecting the battery resistances E1 and B2
in comparison

with R+ G,
E

! = ^i or
tan d

\
E

2
d tan d%

COMPARISON OP ELECTROMOTIVE FORCES
BY A POTENTIOMETER.

Apparatus. Galvanometer, potentiometer (wire of metre

bridge), two cells whose E.M.F.'s are to be compared, and

a source of constant greater E.M.F.

Method. (As this is a null or compensation method of

comparing E.M.F.'s, it is eminently suited for cells which are

liable to polarise, e.g., the Leclanche, since no current is flowing
when balance is attained.)

E

D

FIG. 56.

Connect as in the diagram. Let E
1
and E

2
be the E.M.F.'s

of the two cells to be compared and E (greater than E
l

or E
2)

the E.M.F. of the auxiliary cell. The cell (E) is

connected to the ends A and B of the wire of the bridge, and

(EJ is connected through the galvanometer G to the one end
of the bridge wire, the positive or negative terminals of both

F
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cells being connected to A. The other terminal of (E^ is con-

nected to the slide of the bridge wire, and this slide is moved

along the wire to D till no deflection is observed in G. When
this is the case, then the potential difference between the points
A and D is equal to the E.M.F. Er If the wire is uniform,
Ohm's Law gives

where C is the current through the wire, ^ is the length AD,
and t\ or kl^ is its resistance.

Repeat, using the cell (E2)
instead of (EJ, and find a position

D' so that no current flows through the galvanometer G, and

let AD' = /
2 ,
then

E
2
- kLC

;
hence ^ = ^E

2 4

It is important that the current in the wire should remain

constant during the two observations, hence the necessity for

a cell (E) of constant E.M.F.

FIG. 57.

An arrangement shown in Fig. 57 may be used, in which

a key enables the two cells of E.M.F., E x
and E

2,to be alternately

connected to D.

ELECTROCHEMICAL EQUIVALENT OP A METAL.

Apparatus. Copper voltameter, battery, resistance, tangent

galvanometer, key.
Method. Arrange the apparatus as in the diagram, the

battery B, voltameter V, galvanometer G, resistance R, and

key K being in series.
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The current should be made to flow in such a direction as

to produce deposition of copper on the copper vessel. This,

accordingly, should be the negative pole of the electrolytic cell.

FIG. 58.

Weigh the copper vessel, fill it with copper sulphate solution,

and insert the other copper electrode. Then pass the current

for about half an hour, noting the time during which the current

has been flowing. Observe at intervals the reading on the

B U
V

R K

FIG. 59.

tangent galvanometer, and, if necessary, adjust the resistance

R, to keep the current constant. Stop the current and weigh
the copper vessel after it has been washed and dried. The
constant of the tangent galvanometer being known, the current

in amperes (C) can be obtained.
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If Wj and W
2 grams are the respective weights of the copper

vessel before and after the electrolysis, t the time in seconds

during which the current of C amperes has been running, then

the electrochemical equivalent of copper is

in grams per coulomb.
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COMPARISON OP ILLUMINATING POWERS BY THE
SHADOW PHOTOMETER.

Apparatus. Two sources of light (say candle and lamp),
vertical rod, vertical white screen.

Method. Place the opaque rod R in front of the screen at

a distance of say 9 inches or I foot. Arrange the sources of

light Sj and S
2 ,
so that two shadows of the rod are cast near

together upon the screen, and vary the distances of the sources

from the screen until the shadows D
x
and D

2 appear as nearly

D

FIG. 60.

as possible of the same density. (Owing to the different

colours of the lights from different sources, there is frequently
some difficulty in deciding when the illuminations of the two

shadows are equally intense. The difference in tint is, however,
much less disturbing when the eyes are partially closed.)

The shadow D
l

is illuminated by the source S2 ,
and shadow

D, is illuminated
85

by the source Sr If Ij and I
2
be the
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illuminating powers of the sources Sj and S 9 ,
the intensities of

illumination at D
2
and D

1
are

-^ and -^
Tl ^2

where SjD2
= ^ and S

2
D

1
= d*

But the intensities have been made equal,

11 I*
1^^ L ?_

"l "2

1
2 ^2

That is, the illuminating powers of two sources are directly
as the squares of their distances from the screen on which they

produce equal illumination.

GREASE-SPOT PHOTOMETER.

Apparatus. Grease-spot photometer, lights to be compared

(e.g., candles, lamp, etc.), measuring scale.

Method. The two sources of light to be compared are

placed on opposite sides of the photometer on a level with the

grease-spot, and their distances from the photometer are so

adjusted that the grease-spot and the rest of the paper, when
viewed from a short distance, seem equally bright.

This occurs when the light going through the grease-spot
in one direction is balanced by that coming through in the

opposite direction. But if a surface is illuminated by two

sources of light of illuminating powers l
l
and I

2
when these

are at distances d
l
and d^ from the surface, then the intensities

of illumination are given by

and
-j^.

These have been made equal,

,,
i.
2 4"

hence by measuring d^ and d* we can find the ratio of

I,
to I

2
.
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LAWS OP REFLECTION (Pin Experiments).

To show that the Angle of Reflection is equal to the Angle
of Incidence for a Plane Mirror.

Apparatus. Plane mirror mounted on stand so that it is

perpendicular to the base, drawing board, sheet of white paper,

pins.

Method. A straight line AB is drawn on the sheet of paper,
and the mirror is placed with its back reflecting surface over

this line. In front of it place two pins through points P
1
and

P
2
on the paper ;

then insert two pins in positions Q1
and Q 2 ,

such that on looking along QiQ2
the images of P

l
and P

2

appear on the same straight line as QiQ.^ Join P^ and QiQg,
and let these intersect in M. [If the mirror is thick, this will

be appreciably in front of AB owing to refraction in the mirror

itself.] Draw MN normal to AB at M, and show that the angles
P

1
MN and QiMN are equal. This may be done by means of a

protractor, or by making a construction which measures some

trigonometrical function of the angles.

M B

[For example, from a point K on MN draw a line perpen-
dicular to MN cutting P^ and QXQ2

in S and T respectively.

tan z = SK
tan r = TK

KM '

KM'
It is found by measurement SK = KT,

Repeat for various angles of incidence,
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The Image of a Point is formed on the Normal to a Plane Mirror,
and is as far behind the Mirror as the Point is in Front.

Apparatus. Plane mirror mounted on stand, drawing board,

paper, pins.

Method. Place a pin in a vertical position through a point
N in front of the mirror, and behind the mirror insert another

and longer vertical pin through a point N', so that on looking
at the mirror, this pin appears to be a continuation of the image

A M

N
FIG. 62.

of the first pin. There is one position of N' which suits all

positions of the eye ;
this is the position N' that is required.

Join NN' and show that angle NMA is a right angle and that

MN = MN'. Repeat for various distances of the pin from the

mirror.

CONCAVE MIRROR: RADIUS OP CURVATURE AND FOCAL
LENGTH.

Apparatus. Concave mirror on stand, two large pins on*

stands.

Method. (a) Place a pin so that its point is approximately
on the principal axis of the mirror, and with the eye much
farther from the mirror, observe the position of the image of the

pin. Move the pin backward or forward along the principal axis
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until the object A and image A' coincide, that is, till the image
of the pin point appears to coincide with the point of the

object. This coincidence is obtained by the parallax method.

(As the eye is moved across the principal axis, the object and

FIG. 63.

image appear to move together across the face of the mirror

without any visible separation.) When this is attained, the

point must be at the centre of curvature of the mirror, rays

proceeding from this point falling normally on the mirror and

being reflected back along their original path.
The distance from the pin point to the mirror is the radius

of curvature. The focal length is half of this.

(Repeat the experiment a number of times and take the

mean result.)

(b) Instead of making the object and image coincide, move
a second pin B along the principal axis, till the point of B
coincides with the image A' of the point of A. This again is

U

FIG. 64.

done by the parallax method. It will be observed that the

point of A then coincides with the image of the point of B.

Let the distance of object and image (A and A 7

) from the
mirror be u and v.

Then from the formula ~ = - + - calculate/and r.f v u

When the distance from mirror to object is less than the
focal length /, the image is virtual and is behind the mirror.
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The position of the virtual image may, however, be obtained

by placing an upright pin B so that a portion of B as seen

above or below the mirror appears in line with the image of A
as seen in the mirror. In using the formula j

=
:

-f -, the

value of v is in this case negative, being on the opposite side to

the object.

(c) Use a luminous body as the object (lamp or candle flame,
or cross wire illuminated by one of these). When the object is

farther from the mirror than the focus, the image is real, and

may be received on a small white screen, which should be

moved until the image is clearly defined. The source and
screen must, of course, be placed eccentrically, the two being on

opposite sides of the principal axis.

Use the formula T = -f as above for various positions/ v u

of the object.

(d) Determine r by the spherometer, and calculate/

CONVEX MIRROR: RADIUS OP CURVATURE AND FOCAL LENGTH.

Apparatus. Convex mirror, plane mirror, large pin on

stand.

Method. Place the pin P in front of and at a fair distance

from the convex mirror M, and with the eye farther from the

mirror and near its principal axis, arrange the plane mirror M,
to cover about half the face of the convex mirror. Move the

P M
u 7

-
M

FIG. 65.

plane mirror backward and forward along the principal axis,

until the two images I and I' of the pin in the convex and

plane mirrors appear in line. When this is the case for all

positions of the eye, the two virtual images must be at equal

distances from the convex mirror. But we know the position

of the image in a plane mirror, hence we have determined the

position of the image in the convex mirror.
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Thus if u be the distance of the pin P from the convex

mirror, and / the distance between the pin and the plane

mirror, the distance of the images from the plane mirror is /.

Hence the distance of the image from the convex mirror is

ilu. Call this v.

Then the formula for mirrors JL = -f enables us to

f v u

calculate ft
the focal length of the convex mirror. It is

negative in sign. The radius of curvature r2f.

LAWS OP REFRACTION.

The Ratio of the Sine of the Angle of Incidence to the Sine of the

Angle of Refraction is Constant (the Refractive Index).

Apparatus. Plate of glass with parallel faces, drawing
board, paper, pins.

R
FIG. 66.

Method. Place the glass plate on a piece of paper on the

drawing board, and mark in pencil the positions of the parallel
faces of the glass.
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Insert two pins in positions P
l
and P

2
on one side of the

plate, so that P^ makes a considerable angle with the normal
to the face of the plate. Place two other pins in positions P

3

and P
4
on the other side of the plate, so that on looking along

the line P4
P

3 ,
the pins P4 and P

3 appear in the same straight
line as the images of P

2
and P

l
when viewed through the glass

plate.

Let the lines P
X
P

2
and P

4
P

3
intersect the respective faces in

M and N. Join MN. The ray P^^ thus enters the glass at M,
is refracted in the direction MN, and emerges as the ray P

3
P

4.

At M and N draw normals QMQ' and RNR' to the faces of

the plate. Then P
XMQ is the angle of incidence (air to glass)

and NMQ' the angle of refraction
;

sin i , . . N sin=
IJL (air to glass)

=~ "

A* \a- ii i-v
$->

ia:3;3 J
~

TvrlT/FTSVsm r sin NMQ
If A is such that MA = MN and AQ is perpendicular to QQ',

sin i AM AQ
yU

=
-3

=
^p-^,

= ~:t.

sin r NQ NQ
NM

Determine this ratio for various inclinations of PjP* to the

face, and show that it is constant.

Parallelism of the Incident and Emergent Rays passing through
a Glass Plate with Parallel Faces.

By measuring the sine of the angle P4NR (Fig. 66) in the

same way as in the case of the angle P
1MQ, it will be found

that these angles are equal. Thus the emergent ray P
3
P

4
is

parallel to the incident ray PjPg, but only shifted laterally.

Repeat with P^ inclined at different angles to the face.

CAUSTIC BY REFRACTION AT A PLANE SURFACE.

Apparatus. Plate of thick glass, drawing board, paper,

pins.

Method. Place a pin through the point P
1

at the back of

the plate close to the face, and mark the positions of rays

emerging from the other face in different directions by pins

passing through the points P
2
P

3 ,
P

2
'P3', etc.
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Join P
3 P,, iyiY, etc., and produce these lines. The curve

which touches all these rays produced is the caustic, its cusp

being at the image of P
1
when viewed normally through the

glass.

FIG. 67.

DETERMINATION OF THE ANGLE OP A PRISM.

Apparatus. Glass prism, drawing board, paper, pins.

Method. Place the prism on the paper as in the diagram,
and fix a pin through a point P in a position not too near the

edge of the prism at which the angle is to be measured.

Place the eye near the paper in a position such as F, so

as to see the image of the pin reflected in the face AB of

the prism, and move the eye until the image is seen in a

portion of the face AB as near the A end as possible. Fix two
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pins through points P
x
and P

2
on the board, so that P

2 ,
P

15
and

the image of P are in the same straight line.

Similarly, on the other side of the face AC, place two pins

through points P4 and P
3 ,

so that P
4 ,
P

3 ,
and the image of P

in the face AC appear in the same straight line, reflection again

being from the end of face AC as near to A as possible.

Join P
2 to PJ and P

4
to P

3. By the construction they meet

practically at A.

As the angles of incidence and reflection are equal from

each face, it follows very simply that the angle P
2
AP

4
is twice

the angle BAG of the prism. Determine the angle P
2
AP

4 by
a protractor, or by measuring some trigonometrical ratio, say the

sine.

Determine the three angles of the prism in this way.

REFRACTION THROUGH A PRISM: MEASUREMENT OP MINIMUM
DEVIATION AND REFRACTIVE INDEX.

Apparatus. Glass prism, drawing board, paper, pins.

Method. Place the prism on the drawing board so that the

trace of the prism is as represented in the figure. Place two

pins passing through points Pl
and P

2
in positions as represented.

P^g is the direction of the incident ray studied.

Looking through the other face of the prism, observe the

direction of the emergent ray by placing the eye on the line
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of the images of P
l
and P

2 ,
that is, on the line P

3
P

4
of the

emergent ray. Slowly rotate the prism about a vertical axis,

and follow the direction of this emergent ray. It will be seen

to depend on the position of the prism. As this is rotated in

the proper direction, the line P3P4 will be seen to turn nearer

to the line P^ produced till the angle between P^ produced
and P

3
P

4 reaches a minimum, the minimum deviation ; it then

increases again. Finally, set the prism in this position of

minimum deviation, and place two pins through points P3 and

P4 in the paper, so that when looking along P
4
P3 through the

prism, the points P
1
P

2 appear in the same line. (The pins if

vertical appear in the same plane.)

FIG. 69.

Produce P
1
P

2 and P
3
P

4
to intersect in O. Angle P

4
OL is

the minimum angle of deviation. It will be observed that the

angle of incidence is equal to the angle of emergence, that is,

the prism is symmetrically placed with regard to the rays

PjPg and P
4
P

3
.

Calling the minimum deviation S (the different constituents

of white light suffer somewhat different deviations) and the

angle of the prism a, the refractive index /* of the glass is given
by the formula

sn a

REFRACTIVE INDEX OP THE MATERIAL OP A PRISM BY
TOTAL REFLECTION.

Apparatus. Prism, drawing board, paper.
Method. Draw two parallel lines a few centimetres apart

on the paper, and place the paper on the drawing board. Place

the prism with its edge along the line AB, and covering the

other line CD as in the figure.
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Look through the face of the prism at the line CD, and move
the eye downwards till CD just disappears. Note where the

D
BA

FIG. 70. FIG. 71.

vanishing ray emerges from the face of the prism, and measure

the distance from AB. If this distance is d.
2
and the distance

between AB and CD is ^(see Fig. 71), then the refractive index of

i , ../__ 2d
l

>

*

the glass JUL
=

for

sine
where tan =

d,

(for a 60 prism)

sin (so
c

sin (90 -0)'

REFRACTIVE INDEX OP A LIQUID BY TOTAL REFLECTION.

Apparatus. Glass cell consisting of two parallel glass

plates with a thin layer of air between, cubical vessel to

contain liquid, drawing board, paper, pins.

FIG. 72. FIG. 73.
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Method. Place the apparatus in the glass vessel on the

drawing board with two pins P
l
and P

2
as in the figure, and

turn the apparatus CD about a vertical axis till the pin P
2 ,

as viewed from P
l through the glass cell, disappears from view.

Mark the position PQ of the cell CD where this occurs, and

then turn the cell round till this again occurs at P'Q'.

Remove the apparatus and join PQ, P'Q' intersecting in O.

The refractive for the liquid

i i

sin of critical angle

REFRACTIVE INDEX OP A LIQUID BY A CONCAVE MIRROR.

Apparatus. Concave mirror, pin, transparent liquid.

Method. Place the mirror on a low table with its face

FIG. 74.

turned upwards, and find the radius of curvature by adjusting
the position of the pin until the pin point P and its image in
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the concave mirror, as seen from above the pin, coincide (see

experiment p. 88). The distance of the pin from the mirror is

r, the radius of curvature of the mirror.

Pour a small quantity of the liquid on the face of the mirror.

The liquid forms a plano-convex lens.

Adjust the position of the pin again until the image of the

point coincides with the new position (P') of the pin point. Let
the distance from the mirror now be u. In this case, as before,

rays from the point retrace their path hence after passing

through the liquid lens, they fall normally on the face of the

mirror. If the mirror were absent, they would pass normally

through the second (curved) surface of the liquid lens. There-

fore rays from an object distant u from the liquid surface

proceed after refraction as though they had radiated from a

distance r.

Thus ray P'Q is refracted along PQ produced.

But the refractive index M = 5l5J = sin QP/M = 2?., = L.
sin r sin QPM QP' u

LENSES.

Relation between the Distance of an Object and its Image from a

Thin Convex Lens; and Determination of Focal Length.

Apparatus. Convex lens, object (pinhole in sheet of metal),

gas flame, screen, measuring rod.

Method. Place the gas flame behind the metal sheet with

the pinhole in it and the lens at some distance in front of it.

FIG. 75.

If this distance be sufficient, an image of the pinhole will be

formed on the side of the lens remote from the pinhole. Adjust
the screen so that a sharp image is formed on it. If the image

appears equally distinct over a small range, take the centre of

the range as the position of the image. Measure the distances
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between the lens and the object (U) and the lens and the image

(V). Do this for some half-dozen positions.

The relation between u and v
t
the distances of object and

image from the lens when account is taken of direction, is

= where / the focal length of the convex lens is

v u f
negative, and v is negative if a real image is formed. (N.B.

Regard distances from the lens in direction opposite to that of

incident light as positive.)

Hence test the relation

''+ JL -1
U V F'

where U, V, F express distances but do not take account of

the direction in which they are measured, that is, U =
#, V=

v, F = - /
The values of

^r + TF should be constant.

This can also be shown graphically by plotting values of U
along the x axis and values of V along the y axis, and joining

corresponding points on the x and y axes. These will all pass

approximately through one point P such that O/=/P (where /
is the foot of the perpendicular from P on the x axis) =
numerical value F of the focal length of the lens

;
for the

equation to the line cutting off intercepts U and V from the

x *v

axes is
-^ + = i. But for all pairs of values of U and V

this line passes through the point (F, F) ;

. F_ F_ ' _L _L f

u V *'*" U V F

Focal Length of Convex Lens (Pin Method).

Apparatus. Convex lens and holder, two pins on vertical

stands, metre scale.

Method. Place one pin P
:
a little distance from one face of

the lens, and with the eye on the other side of the lens, and
at a distance from this observe the image P/ of this pin. If

the pin is farther away from the lens than the focal length, the

image will be real, inverted, and on the opposite side of the
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lens, *>., on the eye side. Place the second pin P
2
on this side,

and move it backward and forward along the principal axis of
the lens until it appears by the side of the image P/ of the first

pin. Adjust so that the points of P/ and P
2 practically coincide,

and there is no relative motion of the two when the eye is

moved from side to side. Pin P
2
thus gives the position of the

image P/ of Pr

FIG. 76.

Measure distances of P
l
and P

2 from the lens, then calling

these u and v we have, paying regard to signs

f
Calculate /from this equation.

Repeat the experiment for various positions of the object.

Focal Length of Concave Lens (Pin Method).

Apparatus. Concave lens on stand, two large pins on
stands.

Method. The method used for a concave lens is similar

in principle to that for a convex lens. The image, however, is

virtual and on the same side of the lens as the object. As in

the experiment with a convex lens the object (pin) and eye
are on opposite sides of the lens. To find the position of the

virtual image, the second pin is placed on the same side of the

lens as the first, but nearer the lens. It must, however, be

viewed either above or below the lens, and the position altered

until the image of the first pin as viewed through the lens

appears in line with the second pin as viewed above or below

the lens. By trial a position will be found in which this is the

case even when the eye is moved from side to side. The
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second pin then gives the position of the image of the

first pin.

Then if u and v be the distances of the first pin (object),

and the second pin (giving position of image) from the lens,

I i j
v u

~

f'

Obtain /, and repeat the experiment for various values of

u and v. (In the case of a concave lens/is positive.)

Focal Length of a Concave Lens by Combination

with a Convex Lens.

Apparatus. As in the determination of focal length of

convex lens, with the addition of a concave lens.

Method. Owing to the fact that a concave (diverging) lens

gives virtual images, the method of obtaining images on a

screen, used in the case of the convex lens, cannot be applied
to a concave lens alone.

By combining the concave lens with a stronger convex one,

a combination may be got which is a convergent lens.

Then the relation between the focal lengths of the convexflt

concave /2 ,
and combination F, when the lenses are thin and

in contact, is

r-7,+7,
I I I

A F
' '

/,

(N.B. Convex or converging lenses have negative focal

lengths. Concave or diverging lenses have positive focal lengths.)
Hence by determining the focal lengths (F and /J of the

two converging lenses, the value of/2 can be calculated.

MAGNIFYING POWER OF SIMPLE MICROSCOPE.

Apparatus. Convex lens of short focal length, two clamps
on stands adjustable vertically one for lens, and the other

for one scale, two accurately divided scales.
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Method. Place one scale (a) on the table, and clamp the

other one (b) almost vertically above it. Looking through the

lens with one eye in a position quite close to the lens, adjust the

height of the scale b and the lens until the image of b as seen

through the lens, and the actual scale a as seen directly with

the other eye, appear superposed. This can be obtained by
the method of parallax a side movement of the eyes produces
no relative motion of the image of b and a.

When the two scales are thus superposed, the number of

divisions on a enclosed between two corresponding divisions

of the image of b may be read directly. This gives the

magnification.



VII

SOUND.

DETERMINATION OP FREQUENCY OP A NOTE BY THE SIREN.

Apparatus. Tuning-fork, siren, foot-bellows, stop-watch.
Method. Strike the tuning-fork, the frequency of vibration

of which is to be determined, and while holding it near the ear,

regulate the supply of air from the foot-bellows to the siren

until it emits approximately the same note. The regulation
should be performed by the foot.

FIG. 77-

Observe the readings on the indicator of the siren, and

when it reaches a definite number of thousands, say 7000,

start the stop-watch. By repeatedly striking the fork and

working the bellows continuously, the note of the siren should

be maintained as near in pitch to that of the fork as possible
for a period of about a minute, say. The stop-watch should

then be stopped when the siren indicator reads another whole

number of thousands.

Thus N revolutions of the siren disc given by the indicator

have been made in the time t given by the watch. If there
103
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are n holes in the siren disc, n puffs of air pass through it

in each revolution. Thus the frequency of the puffs, which

is the same as that of vibration of the fork, is N//.
(Some difficulty will be found in accurately maintaining

the pitch of the siren by the bellows. An attempt should

therefore be made to make slight variations of pitch to

compensate, a slight accidental flattening of the pitch being
balanced by a slight subsequent voluntary sharpening.)

SONOMETER.

Relations between Frequency of Vibration of Stretched String,

Length, and Tension.

Apparatus. Sonometer, tuning-fork.

Method. Variation of Pitch (Frequency) with Length.

Keeping the stretching weight on the end of the sonometer wire

constant, adjust the position of a movable bridge, till when

plucked, the wire emits a certain note, say that of a tuning-
fork. Measure the length of the vibrating portion. Then
tune to other notes, the relative frequencies of which are

known, by simply moving the bridge, care being taken that

the string runs freely over the bridge, thus ensuring equal
tension on the two sides of the bridge. If only one tuning-

fork is available, tune the string to the fork and afterwards

to the major third, perfect fifth, and octave, and so on above

the pitch of the fork. Thus, if n is the frequency of the fork,

the frequencies to which the string is tuned are n, -J n, f ,
etc.

Tabulate with the corresponding length of vibrating string.

Fluency. Length.

doh n

me | n

soh i}n

doh' 2 n

me' f n

soh' 3 n

It will be found that the length is inversely proportional

to the frequency, or that frequency x length of string is

approximately constant.

Variation of Pitch (Frequency) with Tension. Tune the

string successively to notes of known frequency, or known

relative frequency (, n, % n, etc., say), by varying the stretch-

ing weight, while the length is kept constant. It will be found
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that the frequency varies as the square root of the stretching

force,

i.e., n cc v T

or ^ is constant.

Variation of Length with Tension for a Constant Pitch

(Frequency). Make a series of observations with various

weights suspended from the end of the string, keeping the pitch

constant by moving the bridge, and thereby varying the length

of the vibrating string. It will be found that the tension is

proportional to the square of the length of string when the pitch

is kept constant, i.e., T /
2 or T//

2
is a constant. Tabulate results.

Theory shows that the frequency

where ;;/ is the mass per unit length.

RESONANCE TUBE.

Apparatus. Tuning-fork, long wide glass tube (say inch

wide) connected by flexible tubing to water bottle, metre scale.

Method. While holding a vibrating fork above the open
end of the resonance tube, gradually lower the level of the

water surface in the tube by lowering the reservoir. It will be

observed that in certain positions of the water surface, the

sound is strongly reinforced by resonance. Adjust rubber bands

round the tube to these positions, and let the distances from

the top of the tube be /v /
2 ,

/
3 ,

etc. The distance between con-

secutive positions of resonance is half a wave-length of the note

emitted by the tuning-fork; while the distance from the top
end to the first resonance position is a little less than a quarter
of a wave-length. Measuring from a point at a distance f r

outside the open end of the tube (r being the internal radius

of the tube), the distances of the positions of resonance are

V4 3V4> 5V4> etc - Determine the wave-length of the note in

air from measurement of the first position of resonance, t'.e. t
from

Also find X from the equations /
2

/
1
= /

3
/
2
= -.
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Knowing the frequency of the fork (), and the wave-length
of the sound waves in air (X), the velocity of sound through air

(V) is given by V = n\. Thus velocity is, of course, that through
air contained in the tube at the temperature of the air in the

particular experiment.

FIG. 78.

Or knowing the velocity of sound in air at the particular

temperature, and determining the wave-length by measurement
as above, the frequency of the particular tuning-fork may be

obtained.

The end correction (.r),
assumed above to be -| r, for the tube

may be obtained by this experiment, and the application of the

formula (4+*) = * (4 -'i)

KUNDT'S TUBE.

Apparatus. Glass tube a metre or more in length and an

inch or so internal diameter
;
narrower glass, brass and steel
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tubes, clamp, lycopodium powder, light cardboard disc to fit

loosely in wider tube.

Method. Fit the light disc on the end of the narrower glass

tube and clamp this tightly at the middle, so that the end with

disc is just inside the larger glass tube, which is coaxial with

the first. The disc must be perfectly free to move inside the

FIG. 79.

larger tube. Lycopodium powder, or either light powder, should

be spread as uniformly as possible along the bottom of the

larger tube.

Stroke the end of the narrower tube with a cloth moistened

with methylated spirits until it is set in longitudinal vibratory
motion and emits a high note. Move the wider tube backward

and forward a little over the vibrating disc, until the air in this

tube vibrates in resonance with the vibrating rod. This is

shown by the most violent motion of the powder inside the

tube; it becomes heaped up in positions regularly distributed

along the tube, These are the nodes places of minimum dis-

turbance in the air the powder being driven from the antinodes

where the disturbance is greatest, to the nodes where the air is

undisturbed. The positions are most clearly shown by slightly

turning the wide tube about its axis, when the rod is in^vibration.

The vibrating rod and the air inside the tube are in

stationary motion of the same frequency, the frequency being
that of natural vibration of the rod, say n. The wave-length

along the rod X is approximately twice the length of the rod,

that is, twice the distance between two antinodes
;
the wave-

length in air Xa is twice the distance between two nodes, as

shown by the powder. Measure a distance including as many
half wave-lengths as possible, and divide by the number of half

wave-lengths.
But velocity of sound waves along rod = V

r
= X

r ,
and velocity

of sound waves through air in tube = V =n\
,

n\
n\ x;
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Knowing Va and observing Xa and A
r ,
V

r may be calculated.

Repeat for rods of brass and steel, using a resined cloth in place
of the other for setting up the vibration.

(With longer rods it is preferable to clamp in two positions
one quarter the length of the rod from each end as in the

lower portion of Fig. 79. In such a case \
r

is equal to the

length of the rod approximately.)

Young's Modulus. Knowing the velocity of longitudinal
vibrations along the rod, the value of Young's modulus (Y) of

the material of the rod may be calculated from the formula

V =
A/ where p is the density of the material of the rod.
y
P

(Obtain p from tables or from experiments on a small portion
of the material of the rod.)

Velocity of Sound in Gases. If the end of the wider tube

opposite to that enclosing the cardboard disc be fitted with a

cork through which passes a glass tube, a supply of gas may be

passed through the tube until the air has been almost entirely

displaced. Repeat the above experiment with one of the rods

used in the case of an air experiment, and again measure the

distance between the nodes produced in the gas. In the air and

gas experiments with the same vibrating rod, the frequency (#)

is, of course, the same. The velocity of sound in the gas (Vy)
is

obtained from the equation
~ = -~ = ^ by comparing the
V a H^a Aa

wave-lengths in the gas and in air.



VIII

TABLES.

USEFUL CONSTANTS

7T
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ACCELERATION OP GRAVITY (g.)

Place. g.

Pole
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DENSITY OP DRY AIR AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES
AND PRESSURES

Tem-
perature.
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SURFACE TENSION AND ANGLE OP CONTACT
WITH GLASS (approximately)
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REFRACTIVE INDEX (Sodium Light)

Light crown glass . . 1-51

Dense silicate flint glass . 1-65

Rock salt

Water
i-54

Velocity of light in vactto = 3 x io10 cm. per second.
= 186,400 miles per second.

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCES OF COMMON CELLS

Bichromate

Bunsen .

Clark .

Daniell .

Volts.

about 2-0

M

Leclanche

Secondary
Weston

Volts.

. about i -5

. 2-2 to 1-9

1-02

SPECIFIC RESISTANCE AND TEMPERATURE
COEFFICIENT

Substance.



Logarithms.

100
101
102
103
104



Logarithms.



ANTILOGARITHMS



ANTILOGARITHMS



TABLE OP TRIGONOMETRICAL RATIOS
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